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INTRODUCTION. 
The purpose in writing this paper is to determine to 
what extent vocational Guidance is needed in our schoo].;s and 
to describe the method of administration used. Three large 
cities namely, Chicago, Cincinnati and Pittsburg have been 
described in their method of administration. Two smaller 
cities. have also been' described namely, South Bend, Indiana; 
and Hutchinson, Kansas. Since the guidance of students to-
ward a career has always interested educated men, it seemed 
fitting that this paper include an outline of the history of 
vocational education and guidance from the beginning of the 
Christian era to the present time. 
A chapter has been given to the Permanency of Vocational 
Guidance, that is the extent to which vocations as chosen by 
the junior and senior high school pupil, are lasting. As 
the movement is yet young not much has been accomplished in 
this particular phase of Vocational Guidance, hence little 
material could be gathered. That which appears in this 
paper is personal research. 
Vocational guidance is concerned with the problem that 
arises when literally thousands of pupils are annua+ly being 
dropped from school registers without, not only any, but even 
adequate, vocational training. It is becoming known that the 
limitations of pupils' mental ability, poorly motivated 
teaching, and too stringent and arbitrs:ry standards of 
promotion are more than incidental causes for this elimina-
tion. The traditional attitude, that the educational oppor-
tunity is there and that the pupils may take it or leave it, 
can hardly be maintained any longer. Greater educational 
efficiency is the universal demand. Since it is really 
known that large numbers of pupils are educationa~ problems, 
the school must revise its instructions to meet practical 
needs. It is them the course of study, that moves into the 
focus of attention; for vocational education, in the broadest 
sense, is the forcing of the adaptation of training to the 
needs of individual pupils. 
Vocational education and guidance are often discussed as 
s.omething apart f'rom general educ a ti on and as having no 
place in a scheme of public instruction. This is a false 
assumption which has arisen through the classification of 
vocations as exclusively adult activities, all thought con-
cerr1iJ.1.~ vV:h.:tch. slJ01J.J_cl be po,stponed ,__.,_r-ttJ_ one',: e:(L·clc:~~·'..~.j_ci ... o:,_· 
:> :;'J.oollng is comp ls ted. 
The voe a t:lonal in t·;rcs t is nanifes teu al; an early aee 
in the r::anipnlative l!:sti~J::t, or, as it is sometimes called, 
the instinct of workmanship, arf as in the case of all other 
life-a8tivities, should be provid~d for in each of the ad-
ministrative uni ts of the scl".'tOOl systero.; kindergarten, ele-
1110nt::try, secondary and hie;her educo.tion. It is therefore 
Vhe function of t'.·10 school to p1'epare bo;,rs '.'n·': ,s:i.rls for 
carryins on s~ch activtties in an efficient manner 8nd to 
lecJl ~-.he1ll toward hie;heio activities. /""s Prosser ~1as ex-
prefrned it 11 Ench of the fundamental life-activities has a 
body of kn6wled3e an~ a set of skills and attitudes peculiar 
to itself, and to that extent requir8s training for its com-
plete rnastery. The processes by which we acql1j_-0 (~ the know-
ledee, skil1s and attitudes essenti_al to effective partici-
pation in these ~~~ivities arn educ2t~.n~al processes. It 
is theref~re possibl_e, and indeed customary, to speak of 
health educ3tion, civic education, religious education, 
hou:3ehold arts educrition or TrocationHl education. Wf:; do 
not mean, however, hy ~)plying these different titles that a 
giv0n individual, because he may happen to be persuine 
studies alone; all of these lines is receivine; seven or eight 
d:tffer::mt educations. We simply r·ecognize tbe fnct t:::iat 
his education is behli,:-:; pn1•sned alone; the line of a m:unber of 
different activities, all of ~1ich are necessary if his 
tr8.inine is to result in tlrn ability to live a well-bt1lanced 
life. There is therefore, no warrunt ~~atever for placing 
General ecluce Llon ~n:i.rl vocation al education in opposition to 
each other, seeing that vocation is simply one of the life 
activities for which ;:-irovision must be mad(:; in any syster1 
of education whic11 pretends to c_;ive preparation for complete 
1i viu.g. Nor is there o.:rq w ;:rrunt fo 01 as surning that all 
thought of vocation can be pos t~JO!J.ed until late in the ad-
olescent period, and therefore does not necessarily con-
cern the elemenl::;ary and secondary schooln. (56:295) 
Despite this, however, thereis much ci?culatine; 1iter-
ature which disapproves vocational 31:liclance and ed.ucation in 
th8 schools. Nevertheless this does not discouraee the 
., dvocatesof vocationo.l proerams. The~ persevere with erAat 
~onfidence to accomplish their aim, to give to al1 children 
that material which they wilJ. most utilize as citizens and 
consumers. Experience has shown educators thr! t the inter-
ests of children can be most easily arouse cl anc1 1 1n.rJA pro-
ductive of e;ood,when they are c;iven material which ap:_Jeals 
to them as being im.!lediately wo!Jth while. Brewer·tells 
3. 
-us tb :i '3 when h,e 's .ys, "The advoca t'"'s of early voce tional 
education have no fear that their propaganda will endnn~er 
_liberal educ2 ti on. On the contrary they hold thst the 
reorganization of educntion on a vocational basis will give 
motive for extended education and thus provide time and 
opportunity for liberal c11J ~ure. They advocate the educa-
tion of the individual along the lines of +;he r,reatest en-
domnent and as broadly as possible. The antiquated liberal 
plan [i_ssur,0 d that those who f01J_nd books too much for them 
vJOuld drift :i_nto tbe ranks of mer_ual workers and get on as 
best they could from there. In abandoning this view it is 
not necessary to r0 to the opposite extreme, namely, that 
pnnils shmlld be te3ted and al+ "'ho .prove to be skillful 
wi t 11 tb.eir hands be trained for trades and the::-":: who show no 
aptitude for handivrnrk be left to drift into the porfessions 
The one test is not rno-r•e decisive than the other. Of -l::he 
two, however, the second is less froue;ht with danger·, for 
j_n the ohop as well Cc s in. the cl~lSsroon there is opportunj_ty 
to discover pupils who are fitted to deal with theories 
and application for ideas." (15:14) 
Any school subject or activity which results in a more 
intimRte knowledge of the world, nnd how the peo9le bn it 
live~ move, and have their being, is worth ~hile in and of 
itself. Since seventy-eight percent of the male popula-
tion er~ twenty-one percent of the female population of this 
country are engaged in lucrative occupations, a knowledge 
of the k:tnds of vrork in which these VJorkers enr,age is an 
essential part of a truly liberal educotion. 
Aside from the value which such a knowledge of the 
world 1 s workers arJ'l v: ork ""lay have in providing 8. back0round 
fcr·- the selection of one 1 s own life aareer, there is a 
distinct advantage on the social side. A knowled&:e of how 
tJ1e "other half 11 lives is an b1portant faC'tor in b::."'Jaking 
down caste and social barr:i0~s and promotine a true spirit 
·of democrac;;~. 
Prosser tell us that 11 Sh~rine the exrc~ionce of.others 
is the best possible way to a better lD~derstanding of their 
:1odes of thoughts and ways of life. IIence, it; is desirable 
in udditicrn to e;ivinc voc2tional ,':;Uidance to provide oppor-
tunities for first-Y::i.r1d particip a tinn in a nu>:!ber• of differ 
ent occupations. Thi.s cnn be acco1r_plished through \"e\cn ti on 
and after-8chool employments, as well us in ree;ularl:r or-
canized 11 in school" vocat5_onfaJ courses. No amN'_n_+; of book-
st:Fly will suffice to e;ive the insie;J1t into an occup:Jtion 
whicl-i. co.n be gained by a fE.\, ~oi1t'13 p:H' '.~lcJ.-ti:: i,:'._u12 ir, that 
occupation, evc:.1. ':)··.ol'.t;h that participa U.on sbould b.e in a 
1.rer-;/ minor capacity. T!1e c;vidHnce value of vocat:i.r)r~::1J 
irfornwtion is ',,o:rt11 +'l1.rtrer orr,phasis at this point. rnr.e 
best way to mot~_vate any learni11c; p:eoeess is., to bring tbe 
cr.IJ.ci to want to learn the tnsk o~~ nrocess to be mastered.. 
TJ•.e worst 1:iet'10r} to employ is thtit of :-Jictntion or C0!1Lpulsio • 
It is almost es bad, pedac;oc;leally, to perrdt c state of 
indifference to exist ;,ii thout a tterrrptin.e; to do s OTl')tJ:ine; 
:.lbC'l~-- it. Vocrtiona1 c;uidance, and inf'or:·stj_nn skillfulJy 
asser:bled ond i:r:-inDrter", is r.eeded as a Ltce:r;s of elirrina~.,;ir:.G 
ir.:.rJ:i.fference am~ alsc making co:i:1pulsion o:r· dictritL:r1 cc:n 1::1 re-
l-;/ t:.nnecessary. 11 (57:267) 
rte • t 1 . t n"the. 1 . ' . . ' ' h 
.._;Ocie y no on0er·consis s en "opu e 1 11..; rriinorii;y encrE:nc e 
ed beJ1tnd their civic richts, and the slave bound majority 
who cr:tter to thei:r comfort and suli~d.stence with fe: r nnd 
hatrc:::d on accm.nit of the poncr of l:iSe an·l. death thut is 
held ovFr them. Ir. these days the ,~~~est individual 
possesses r:i.::.;htf', open <Hsr·er;E11•d fo1· w:bich would bring the 
most powerful int·-:> oc_iu1"!'1. The di2tribu~:!-~;21 of i:i:1dustries 
rebde1~ s the adept in every me chBnieal G.rt meces sary, en-
ables him to treat wi th"'"'r:tcr1 'YJ_ +-enns of equality, Hn'.1 pro-
c1Jrr)s for him conver:dences of life that in a:::-i3i'}l 1 :ity the 
wealth of Croesus could not J"nve ::iurchased. 11 (18:166) 
Definitions. 
Misconception of Terms. 
Man:T people, including tec.chers, cons ic1_er· the~ c,ro:ps rtrirnnt 
of educational cu:taance an adj11nct to thB school, uhereas 
j_ :-, is both foundr~ U_on and supers tT·1.tc ture. From the enrlies 
rJ.a;ys of civilixaLion vre firJ: the schools directing 9rograrps 
of $ tudy for t;h0se co:m11.i tted to their cf:lre ~ The teo..cher s 
vision of the field of vocathmal guidance lws been blu:::-1•ed 
to s orn.e extent, 
1. 11Becunse the term has been conLE'used vvith the type of 
l_ind tea educ a U.on v1hi ch sec1110d to be confir 1ec1 llJainly to 
j_11struct2.l)n in the ''1anual arts. 
2. Bec:::mse a few :r~ise;uided e:i_1thusiasts claimed that it 
wo..s possible to determine the exnct voc~ition, anc:1 then selec 
for the pupil the few necessary subjects, eliminate all 
others, and thus sJ.·,orten the time spent in school. 
3. 11 3ecause oth"'r Il).isc;vided pel'sons feel that njob-
getting" was tl:.0 important thine;~ 
5. 
3. Because other misguided persons feel that "jab-gettingr 
was the important thing; and 
4. Because we, who profess to see its possibilities, 
have failed to prescribe in an illUlninating and convincing 
way tha facit that vocational guidance is an incJ~sive fi~ld 
which invites a·'1-l demands the co-operation lf)f all. 
i'here are some who are convinced that employers as a 
class are as much in need of vocational enlightment,as 
_any of the other parties involved. There are those to 
whom vocaticnal e;uidance means the collection and dis-
tribution of information, and giving advice and suggestion 
based on that information, impartially to all concerned; and 
there are stil1 those who believe that vocetionnl guidance 
·is but another form of vocational education.tr (59) As 
a result of tbis diversity of opinions,many definitions of 
vocational guidance have been formulated, each sulting the 
particular attitudes of the authors. These c;reat varie- . 
ties of differing defi~ns have created much discussion 
on the subject and hGVt; ... m:'ltty disapprovals therein. 
To quote several of these definitions; 
Hill tells us that "vocational guidance includes all 
s:rstematic efforts under private o:~ public control 81.ld 
excluding the traditional activities of the home, the con-
~cious and chief purpose of which is to secure the most 
economic employment rit.ich they can most advantageously 
follow.tr (33:47) 
Were the writer of this pnper to meet no other def-
initionof vocational guidance but thrit of liir. Hill, she 
vro11lr1 be inclined to disapprove such an educational move-
ment. This definition, opponents maintain, mekes vocation-
q_J gu1i:dance siP1ply a movement towards efficiency alone. 
The writer quite ae;rees with the opponents to vocational 
gui4ance that from this definition, the sole purpose is to 
make for efficiency; it truly tends towards economical life 
excluding culture, character development, enjoyment of 
life and the giving of good example. Hence the writer 
excludes Mr. Hill's definition as unfitting for this paper. 
Parsons, the father of vocat:i.onal guidance in this 
country, gives the following definition,"Wocational guidance 
is to aid young people in choosing an occupation, preparing 
themselves for it, findine; nn opening in it, and building 
u~ a aQreer of efficiency and success, and to help any, 
6. 
yotmg or old, who seek counsel t2 to oppor·tu11ities and 
resources for the betterment of conditions and the means of 
increasing their economic efficiency.'' (59:14) Parsons, 
definition mentions nothing of the cultural or moral 
'training which it is the duty of the school to c;ive, al-
tnough one .cn.n infer from the coi.msel element that both 
thes@ phases of education are indirectly given.. 
Thorndike, the well known psychologist of Columbia 
University, says,nvocational. e:uidance is the scientific 
study of fitting the individual differences of h1.t.rnan beings 
to differences in the woTk of the world." (13:101) 
Thorndike here makes no provision for the social, moral 
and intellectual life of the applicants. 
Bre~ver, Director of the Graduate School of Education, 
Harvard University, presents this definition, "Vocational 
Guidance: A systematic effort based on knowled3e of the 
occupations and on personal acquaintance with and a study 
of tt.e individual, to inform, advise or co-operate with a 
person in choosing, prepari:ne; for entering upon, or making 
progress in his occupation." (15:228) 
The Principles of Vocational Gnirlance as formulated 
by the National Vocational Guidance in 1924 says, "Vocation-
al Guidance is the e;ivine; of information, experiemce and ad-
vice in regard to choosing aB occupation, preparine for it, 
entering it,and progressing in it." 
Bloomfield gives us the foJlowing definition for 
vocation which he takes fron the new' Standard Dj_ctionary, 
11 any oc:upation or pursuit for which one qualifies oneself 
or to which one devotes one's time; a calling." (12:17) 
A final definition from Jesse B. Davis tells us that 
vocational guidance "Means the gradual unfolding of the 
pupil's better understanding of himself; itrneans the openine; 
c'.f his eyes to the broad field of opportunity in the world; 
it means a selection o.f and a preparation for his ovm best 
field of service as a social being; it means an awakening 
of the moral consciousness that will lead him to emulate 
the churactcr of the good and great who have gone before; 
it means a conception of himself as a sociHl being in so'lle 
future occupation and from this view point the appreciation 
of his duty and obligation toward his business associates, 
toward. hisneighbors and toward the law.n (20117) The 
writer· accepts Mr Davis' definition for this paper. 
7. 
Meaning of Terms. 
The word gradual is used in this paper as it is defined 
in Webster's SChool and College Dictionary; "proceeding by 
degrees. II 
For the purpose of this paper the word unfolding is 
defined from the same source as nrevealing, disclosing. 11 
vocational Guidance is judged from Jesse B. Davis' definition 
therefore, to be an educational process by which the school 
reveals by gradual steps the possibilities inherent in an 
individual, which he otherwise would never discover. 
What definition of liberal education or esthetic 
training could be more satisfactory to those interested in 
life? The fundamental concern of any education is a 
systematic development and cultivation of the normal powers 
of intellect, feeling, and conduct so as to render them 
efficient in some particular form of living or of life in 
general. It includes not only the narrow conception of 
instruction, to which it was formerly limited, but embraces 
all other forms of human experiences. It may be neither 
mainly esthetic, ethical, intellectual, physical or technical 
but to be most satisfactory it must develop all these sides 
of human capacity. Davis' definition includes the true 
motive of vocational guidance. Hence we see that Vocational 
Guidance is one of the best educational programs administered 
to train our future generations, to make the world a better 
place to live in, a place where the masses can be happy by 
leading contented lives and by giving to others that right 
which the creative hand of God implanted in their souls ua 
right to life.u 
Vocational Guidance has arisen as a service from the 
modern desire of efficiency, not in industry alone, as its 
opponents maintain, but in education as well. The propelling 
motive of education is real and substantial service; it is 
an effort of man to develop his talents and capabilities so 
that he can contribute his portion to the work of the world 
and towards the progress of society. It is "to help young 
people to know something of vocations, to realize their 
opportunities, to decide on their future work, and to plan 
their education wisely" (26:565). These are the vital 
problems which should be solved very carefully with due 
regard to the limitations, abilities, resources and ambitions 
of each student. Experience shows that those students who 
8. 
nul'811e thi; line of '-·' ork in which their as:Iaptabili ties lie, 
~vi11 be greater successes thqn those who are :JJ_a ced into 
Dositions for v;hich they have no likin[.;;, for such positions 
being out of harmony ''Ii th the worker 1 s apt4 h:rles and cap-
ahi l5 tiec-: $ffact ')nJ.y i'.Jeffid.ent, ur1entbusiastic and dis-
tasteful labor. 
9. 
Chopte:r' 11. 
Nccc ')f VOC'ltio:aal Guidance. 
----.-~ .. -·-----
Vocational guidance is an adju.nct in any plan f01~ vo-
c8 tional educatj_on. Both from the standpoint of the saving 
of time and enere;y on the part of the :cupil~, and of 
accom:plishing desired results at a minimum of cost to the 
public, vocational guidance should have a place in any well 
considered plan for public vocational education. On this 
point Brevrnr says," A systern of vocational educat::i_0"1. based 
eithe1~ on uncritical choice of occupations or on arbitrary 
assigrnnent, or on the exie;encies of the vocational school 
itself, is necessarily grounded on sand. Sugeestion, chanc 
fascination, occupations of relatives, accidenb=tl environ-
ment, des ire to be v;i th associates, and a hundred :t:1.d one 
other errnneous bf! s0s, lead children to choo11Je one co1J.rse, 
~ather than another; nnd in view of these facts there ~eemB 
to be little certaint~. that they will use the vocational 
education when they get it.n (56:296) Guidance in program 
1rwkir10 will off set the danfers of !3. false choice of studies 
and enable the r)upils to tend toward the career for which 
he is destined. 
Wh.at we have lacked, according to the commun_j_ty' s 
complaints against school training, has been a larger and 
more fruitful contact between the school training and social 
situation of the child. 11 A very lar3e nmnber of ou~C' school 
children are not and e 0 nnot be oriented toward such spec-
ific occupations that their training can be made frankly 
vocational, and we would be turning our bn.cks upon the best 
educational traditions if we should separate those \"!ho 
graduate from the grad.es or the hir;h school into shops and 
offices, from those who will continue their scholastic 
training or who have no specific vocation before them. A 
democratic.education must give our boys and girls the common 
education that all should receive, so diversifying its work 
that the needs of each group may be met within the institu-
tions whose care and generous ideals shall permeate the 
specialized courses, while the more academic schooling may 
be vivified by the vocational motive that gives needed im-
pulse to a study which may be otherwise unmeaning or even 
deadening. In so far as vocational guidance and schooling 
can become a part of the same educational process, just so 
far will the benefits of this close functional relation 
between the children's training and the life of the cor:rmun-
i ty pass over to all parts of the preparation of our childre 
for life.'' (12:47) Hence we see clearly emphasized that 
vocational training and guidance arc 01ormally linked to-
gether and serve as doors through which the community 
gains admittance, in the school. 
Misfits in Life 
10 
T'fuch of the misery of to-day is due to the veritable 
army of misfits living in 1~he world, unhappy because of 
unsuccess, and struggline; in positions for which they have 
neither ability nor liking. Vlhile necessity may keep 
such individu~ls from seeking other and more conseniRl 
employr11ent, the motive which prbr:tpted them to lmdertake the 
:::--apulsive work they are holding, does not always prevent 
them from evading or slightine; their duties. For this 
reason, many educ1-1 tors and soci:=i l worke:rs are convinced 
that vocational guidance is of more importance than voca-
tional training, because it is their ignorance of the great 
field of opportunity in t:he world th·t has caused thousands 
of mer and women to lead unsuccessful as well as joyless 
lives. Opponents to vocational guidance maintain that 
pupils are too youne; to definitely select a career, and 
waste time by shifting from onP course to another. This 
statement Y'ay be true in manv cases, but it is not. true 
of the ma ~j orit;r. For ex3::;erience shovrs thot where teachers 
and Da rents have at times disapproved of a career because 
of apparently insurmountable difficultiE::s, the child 
succeeded better, very often, than his more talented 
sf'hool-mate. There are thousands of men wearine; "white 
collars 11 and waiting in offices.for work to come their•wa-y 
when the:7 shol1ld be wearing ove::·alls and working hnrd as 
excellent mechanics. Thousands of others are poor mechan-
ics who would ma};:e excellent doctors, or lawyers or teachers. 
Very many girls who could do excellent work in some other 
vocation are doing work thae they do not like and are not 
fitted for. Thousands of our country boys and girls have 
gone to the cities t;; taJ:ework that they can never clo well, 
. while thousEL':1.cls of others who might have made great success 
in some profession or trade j_:-i our cities, ren1aj_n unsuccess-
ful because of ignorance in whot the world had to offer them. 
On this }1 oint Dav5.s says, 11 the grnat demand for voca-
tiona1 gt1idnnce has arisen from the evidence of so great a 
number of misfits in life and to prevent the accumulation 
of these rnisfi ts. Tlie transformatj_on now taking place 
in our educntional system. is big wj.th possibiJities for 
generations yet to c.ome; but the chan~''.es no'r being rrianA 
are not in the interest of industry, rathel:'* are they · 
!l!"'!i'!'----
11. 
made primarily in the interest of the individual child 
that he might become a contented, self-supporting individual 
successful and loyal to his cormnunity. 11 (20:5) · 
On tbj_s. scme point Morgan in School Science and L'Iathe-
matics ( 3.8. · ) says, "The aim of education sho"'..1ld be to 
develop thinkinE'.;, feeling and willing beinr;s, men who wear 
out but do not rust out, men of keen and accurate observa-
tion, sharp and logical reasoning, possessing the ability 
to use the knowledge gained in school to plan independently. 11 
Tho present ne~ds for cornr)etent guidance and counsel 
are reflections of that ever present desire for happier 
occupational adjustment and greater social welfare. Recent 
3ro-v!lng d•"mands for trustworthy guidance to aid young 
persons in adopting their individual aptitudes to appro-
priate occupations, imply tlie need for vocational counseling, 
in or·der that vocational .zuidar.ce service may attempt to 
diae;nose the child's interests and capacities and direct his 
voca t iona~ ·educational choices. Choos ine; a life work is 
undoubtedly the most difficult, as well ns the most im-
portant, task in life. It may be for this reason that so 
many rr1•m do not attempt to rriake a choice, but simply drift 
o.long with the tide, hoping to stnrnble on snccess, and becaus 
others seem to be more fortunate than therrrnelves seek satis-
faction in complaints. 
Few men have decid d early in life upon a defi~ite 
calling, and prepared tllemselves for it. The n1a,jority of 
those who have done so have attained what !'light be considered 
a successful career. A vast majority, however, do not be-
gin to think of the problc· ~ until they leave school. As 
a result they take the first work that offers. If this 
does not suit their taste, or pronise to pay well, they 
change about, trying to find 2 more favorable opening. 
Those who learn to ada:pt themselves to circtunstences by 
force of character attain success. On the other hand the 
evidence of the broken-spir•ited, the discoura,:jed, and the 
:::'cbellious in life, is sufficent to j_ntpress upon educato!'s 
and all others interested in human welfare, the needs for 
m~~3 serious consideration of the rr~Jle~. 
"I~110Y1 ttyself 11 the maxim of t;he ancie11t Greel( philoso-
pher Socrates, was used by J:1ln ns ftmCi_amehtgl in his teach 
ing. From it, one le8rns to be,iti foct whut one is, in 
poss ibi_1:i t~,.; to satisfy oneself, in th" only way in which 
true self satisfaction is possj_bJe, by realizing in oneself 
12. 
t11 e lsvv wJ1:i.c.:h constitutes 0210' s !'C8..] being. We must then 
go b~ck to the wisdom of Socrates if we are to approach 
succ.cssfully 0u:" present fJroblem, vocational 2;uidance in 
tho rreparation for life. 
OffsE~t False Guidance 
Education is provided to pupils as a means for becoming 
useful members of society. Vocational c;uidance durin,r::; th is 
edue,;e-tjon prepares those rmpils to make mor·e wisely man;:t 
iDpor-b~nt decisions which they are called upo~1 to make 
throu2;110ut life; hence vocnticmal guir.3_ance shoulr~ be pro-
v;:i_di;::d for in the curriculur:1 anr'l thereby offset the un\'lise 
and false methods of 1mtrustvrnrthy advertisements 1 ie;norance 
and predjudices. 
"The amount in character of :false BUj_dance wJ~:i.eh goes 
" II. on, says B1'e11er, is pr·oof enoue;n that the schools an cl other 
educ1'1tional ae;encies should take up the 'i"Ork. '_"!crsc than 
quack medicines, because they i-wison the r:iJ.ncl r•a ther than 
the body, these a ttenipts to give •-md to char[;e money for it, 
are crying aloud to y01.mr; Bnd old people just at the age 
when their do~:ires for exper·iences and self discovery are 
ereatest. Godd citizenship, happiness, mo~nlity and 
sochi 1 usef1llnes:s 2-re frequ.ent~-:'T bound up with the choice 
of u vocation. Such a momentous choice can not be left 
to ch~:mce". ( 15: il) 
"Tim latest gospel in the rrnrld 11 , says Carl:rlo, "is 
kY'OW thy \vork and r)_o it". Our future generntion needs to 
ac(1uiJ•e occupationol intellir;ence and perspective, correct 
vision of relatj~e possibilities rather than the mere de-
sire to secu.re "jobs" without any consideration of their 
future career. 'I'hrouc;h tl'1e vocDtional e;uidance movement 
the pupils are inspired to broaden their vocritional out-
look and walk in the correct path to a destined goal. 
School vocationn1 e;uidance,therefore, shoulc_ discour-
ac;e and suplilant any attempt to choose occupations by means 
of phrenology, phys i ognorny ancl other improved hypotheses. 
It must direct the students frm:n the alluring short cuts 
to fortune, as m·e 1"~3presented by advertisements in current 
m2.gazines and newspapers; it must supplant these by trust-
worthy information and frank discussions with the children. 
'I'he choice of nn occupation must be an educational '.'rocess 
in 01•der to accomplish personal satisf8ction and mmnunera-
tton to these future citizens,as well as to society. 
13. 
ThosP Forced to Leave School 
In the schools throuetout the country we are shown by 
ststisties that fully for·t:' to· fift·y percent of the children 
are elirninatt?d from the elernent•3:'.:':'{ sc}vwls befor·c they have 
finirhed the gradns, v1i thout acqu5.rin;: thereby even u common 
scJ1 ool education. They are thus fitted for only the 1.Ulskilled 
vocn. tlon. If the so c:l2ildren find any employment, it ··is 
of such a nature as to be rather an obst2cle than a stepping 
stone to their advancement. In Massachusetts, at the time 
of the Philadelphia Centennhi J. Exposition, the C omrniss ion 
on In'lustrial Edueetion reported that 25000 children between 
the a3es of fourteen and sixtee1J were employed in the lowest 
forms of industry, and vrorked but t.alf the time. They r,rew 
discontented and shifted f-r>om job to ,iob i.n the hope of 
sec1J.::.~iq; some advancernent butfailed. This constant unsuccess 
cast many of these children into bBbits of slothfulness and 
as 1.1 result useless citizens and misfits grew up. Ou."'.' ~cm1-
r:-:u:ni ty in leaving the schools with their direction towards 
only one type of vocation, and the inadequate laws governing 
school attendance, is permitting this condition to continue 
ar1rl is more efff~ctively guidine; these unfor·tu11:_1te graduates 
frc~ the fourth, fifth~and sixth crades toward unskilled 
occupations, than any ~ystem of vocational training could 
guide its graduates into skilled trades. 
The school is the self-conscious expression of the com-
munity in child trahd:ne and should be the central and ore;an-
izine; agency. "This it will become when it abanC.ons its 
positi0n of giving a body of doctrines and te~h~ique ~~ich 
finrl their justiflcation in themselves rnU:-1er in their value 
in conr·luct and in the vocations. 11 (4:52) One of the great-
est writers of the age Cardinal Newman aerees tlw.t the prac-
tical end of trainirc; in a University course is 11 thGt of 
trainir:g good members of society. Its ar't is the art of 
social life, and its end is fitness for the world. 11 (48:177) 
How m1ch more so is such trainins necessary for children 
wlw must go out into the some world, f1~orn the gradesJto mnke 
their own living, to assist others worJdng toward tlle sf!me 
to~:i..l e.nd to be a fit member· of socj_ety. 11 It must be through 
the child's vocation, 11 says Bloomfj_eld, 11 that he can :?/?t to 
the positions in which these often intangible acoyirGncrts 
of schooling vvill flower und bring fortt .. fruit. Unless a 
ch:i.ld can e;et into life, he cannot have it, no matter b.ovr 
well he may be prepared to appreciate much that he find~ 
therein. T11.e school must envisae;e the whole life of the 
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child; but it must conceive of it as growing out of the 
child's fj_rst beginnings in the world after he leaves school • 
Unless the school leads the child effectively into lar~er 
fields, it is in vain thnt it; J:-1as given him the chart. (12:5 
Vitalization ~f School Work. 
As we well ln10\.v,, the rapid elimination of pupils from 
the .r;rt:1des is largely caused by the eagerness of children to 
::ret to work. Some hove to go to work as soon as the com-
:o'ulsor,.r school period is past, but 111any do not neen to do 
~o. Y1Theycould st~y ~.rschool as easily as not, and v1ould 
do so if theyfelt that the school was rea11v doin9'. them e_ny 
" u -good," accorcling to Bloomfield. As far as they can see the 
tasks are in no way related to the j_mpelling motive of a 
life career and so they drop out of school in the blind hope 
that they may find outside of school what they do not see 
that they are gettine within." (12:55) This vocatioral 
intf,rest should receive attention, therefore, from the 
scbool,as the pupils advance through the grades, because it 
is effective of becomine; one of th0 sreatest methods of 
vital5.zing his work. We may desire to keep pupils ~- ' on 
a c;eneral or purely cultural train:i.ng for 8. few rnore years, 
but it is a condition we l" ave to face, not a theory. The 
school cannot escape the necessity of recognizing the voca-
tional. interests if it is to hold its pupils. 
'.IJ:;ie growing definiteness of a youth's vocatior.al aim 
may become a character forming infJu.ence and this is on0 
of the reasons why an education for a calJJ.ng is one of the 
ver·y best foundations for a general education. Dewey tells 
us this when he says, 11 1lv11.a t the normal child continuosuly 
needs is, not so much isolated mo1'a1 lessons, instilling 
into him the importance of truthfulness and honesty, or 
the beneficient results tlrn t 1'1ny follow from some particular 
act of patriotism,it is the formation of habits of social 
j_maeination and conception." (22:40) By this he means it 
is necessary that the child should be forming the habit of 
interpreti~G the special incidents that occur and the part-
icular situations th~t nresent thenselves in terms of the 
whole social life. In:' fact it is about the preparation 
for a life aareer that all scho~l activities shouJ~ ulti-
mat0J.y center. Fo:rh.mately there is no other interest 
more keen in normal boys o.nd girls, and it is on this bo.sis 
then, that the most import~mt socialization of the curr·iculum 
is to be worked out. These two lines of connection 
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between the school and the futurn life :fJ ow one into the 
other. The strong inte:rests of childhood are the fore-
rmmers of the Ccomi'nant interests of manhood. They furnish 
the bas is upon wh icr_ voce tionn1 put':ioses gradually cor:ie to 
consc.iollsne.ss anc; drevelop. 
This continuance of chi;tdhoorJ. interests into maturity 
has recently been studied and re11ort(:'d by Thorndj_ke. He 
fonnd a hi3h correlation betw'een interests of children in 
the upper elementQry grades and the interests they possessed 
i~ their college years. There is a strong probability, 
accordins to tlds study, th£'t what interests the child is 
really an index to what his adult ability will be, and fore-
casts vd.th reasonable accuracy his vocational career. 
Such being the case, one may see how easily the gnneral 
interests of the child in the· life about him me7 be Qtilized 1 
in connection vvith the "motives fbr life career 1 • As 
Eliot well says,"This is a strong and lastin3 motive, and 
it should be developed as early as possible. Not that the 
child shall be encouraGed to fix himself irrevocably to a 
certain vocation, and as early as possible begin to prepare 
for it, but rather that he shall,at first, in a general way, 
begin to look forward into the future, and, as he e;r·ows 
older, more and mon"l definitely. Ho must feel increasingly 
that his present work may actually count in prepo.rinr; him 
for bis life work. Tl1 is interest~ is usual1y so keAn that 
it furnishes the strongest of rnotiues for efficient ·.·1ork 
in tlie upper elementary grades and in the high school. 11 ( 2fi; 196: 
Need for ColtnRel. 
Vocational guidance is essential in the schools of our 
modern world for every younc.; ~erson needs co1msel, with all 
the inforina ti on and assistance he can get. The decision 
of his choice of life work is the greatest of his life, and 
one on which the ca1•eful and systematic directlon of ex-
p0rienced minds can e;ive him the greatest help. The · 
student must be trained to investigate himself in order to 
determine.his interests, hi~ limitatiori, and his capabilities. 
This can be accomplished by counselers, who will confer with 
them in a syrnpa the tic and intelligent way, with. open-mindness 
and with a keen power of discrimination. This guidance 
which was formerly often given by parents, to-day belongs 
to the school. The inventions of the day, the hurry and 
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rush of life; hcve elimina:J~ed alrnost cornpletely the mutual 
assistance of parent arnJ child which so characterized times 
past. The school should trB in each student to be self-r:l~s-
ta5.ning, vocu tional1y a::1d otherwise} :iit should train him to 
be a self respectinc individual deservi~2 the confidence and 
an-rrov1;,l of his :'r:J.Jows, to be capable of '.1~1n v:illing to co-
o~·~rt:cl:e with them. It shouJ.d not fashion every student in 
tl:e same mould; but sho1Jld ns fur as poss1ble ada~t; the 
trE,irc:ing of each pupil to his pnrticuL1:r r.i.eeds 1 interests 
ancl capacities. 
f,nother need of vocatioral guidance is founc1. in the 
high percent of fgj_lures ir r"cny high schools. '11he majority 
of these failures is fom1rJ among students on the lower levels 
of intelligence. Under conditions existing in many schools 
these pupils have only a small chr-ince of success fo1· there 
is u lack of acljustment of thc; 'lC1:1ool to the pupil. In . 
cases of this kind, advice should be given ~itb reference to 
tbA subjects to be selected and other provlsions should be 
made ~hich will give child~en on all levels of intelligence 
a reasonable chance for doing successfully, the work which 
thc~y lU1dertuke. 
"I . -1- +1,,;r nvestiga.,~ .. on l:.as shown~in some hie;n schools more than 
one-:':'nr.rth of the children enrolled in certaj_'J. Pubjects are 
judged to fail in the -:; ork vrhich they lmdertake. The 
ave:cac;o percent of failures for nntJ:iematics has been sh01m 
to be in o~cess of 20, and only a little ~ower for Latin. 
Although it is necessory to ma.into.in higb standards, it seems 
l::l.keJ.y that who!: such a lare;e pDoportion of the students 
fi5l, our school~J have not attained t}l0:i!' highest degree of 
efficiency. Our schools are r:udntained for· the :::mrpose of 
pr0p~ 1 ring c"l1ildren fo~-- effective par·ticip::ition in tho activi-
tj_cs of adult 1:i_fe. ','.Jl'.rnn the v1or-k in a givcm subject is of 
such a n,~ture thnt a pupil has onJ.y a very small chance of 
success_,the school is ltl:ely to fo.i1 in it:::i p-i.1rpose,so far 
as this particular child is concerned. There is need for 
providing a curricula of such a nature that tho studGnts on 
aJ.l levels oi' intellj_.zence will be J_jJrel~r to succeed when 
tfl.H;,T make a reas ona'.Jle effort. 11 ( 44) 
Employers h8.ve claire:ed the t pupils comir:g from the 
schools lacked initiative, intellectual capacity,and habits 
of order and prorn.r:itness,- qualifications whic:t1 are necesS8T';/ 
f;r success in their work. A similar complaint has come 
from the hie;her instj_tutions of learning, the u.YJiversities 
and colleges. Parents have also complained, snying that 
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even if they were willinp; to make sacrifices so far as to 
afford the chilc.ren a pro1one;ec3 term,;of trainine; and educa-
tion, it did not secure for 1~:ri e children any advantase in 
their future career, but on the .contrar7, often served to 
"trair tJr1_em away from tho forge and tho shop". 
Snedden tells us that, "It is a funct i.o:'.1 of educ a ti on 
to '3 r:(' that Ollr young people ar0 fitted efficiently to dis-
charge their responsibilities in the small e;roups, of wl1ir~~"' 
they will inevitably be a pRrt. Mffinbership in, and 
sympathy with, the lare;e groups of -civilized society are 
essential to the hnrmony of the soc:1.Hl order; but active n_r..d 
properly co-ordinated participation in the activities of 
smaller ~roups is essential to effi~1~nt personal srowth, 
inrl~.vidua l efficiency, and ultirna te usefil:'_ne s s. 11 ( 62: 345) 
Character Formation. 
Pr0pnration for one's life work is not limited to 
the mastering of certain subjects nor to the acquiring of 
certain skill or ability. Resl success in an;,r 'Joe at ion is 
founded upon character. All the t1,aining of technical 
schools and universities will not mAke a dishonest r1:11n truly 
Pvccessful in life. It will not ~ive him executive ability 
if he lacks hwnan interest. or social efficienr,•'" if he has 
never leBrned self-control. "Ther€fore vocational gu~.d­
ar:.ce is necessar~' to assist the anbi tious youth to perfect 
his character and to deve1op the qualities which are de-
. manded by his vocation,just as earnest1.y as he endeavors 
to master technique of his tradn or profession." (20:87) 
"Besides the development of charecter in the extension 
u ~ 
of vocational training, says Parsons, the methods of genero.l 
culture should be materially modified, if we are to give our 
boys and girls an adequate prep·1rRtion for 1ife and work, 
instead of ,~0p~rstion for passing an exami~ntion and gettin 
a degree., The principal test should be the successful 
performance of things that 11ave to be dor,e in daily life, 
rather than the answerinc; of a series of questions about a 
book or lecture course. Syste~atic and scientific train-
inc; of body and hrain, of memc'ry, reason, irr:agination, in-
'rE:'r;tiveness, care, thoroughness, ~ruth, promptitude, relia-
bility, syrn.pathy, kindliness, persistent industry, is what 
we need. Knowlede;e is excellent, but a man w:tth knowledge 
only, without the rwvver of original thought and the ability 
to~- put his ideas into effective executj_on, is little better 
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tt-18 n a bool:. He contains a record of facts but cannot 
lJ~ild or execute them. He may not e-cen be up to the book 
standard of life if he has not learned to express and impart 
his k'nowledge• This is why college graduates, eventhose 
who stood hieh in tbeir classes, often fail :eo make good in 
business. Tbey are book worms, absorbing mac11.5.nes, but 
th",ey do not li:::now how to do things. They are really unfitted 
by thd.r babi ts of pa8sive absorption, for the ar;t:ive life 
of the business worJ.dj We mtj.st train our students to full 
power2 cf action, not only hi football and atheletic sports 
bnt in th0 various lines of usef1~J work as fnr ns possj_ble, 
accorclire.; to their aptitudes. We must give our students 
the power of thought and ver·bal expression that come with 
£l'enerDl culture. We must do all this j_n the formative 
period, before the progressive hardeninc; of the system ha3 
taken the bloom f'rom development and moo j_fiabili ty. 11 ( 50: 163) 
Dewey advocates the same type of learni~ng i-:heP he says, 
"that the part:iculs.r task of educr:ition at the present time 
is to struggle in behalf of an a:tm ~.:ri which social efficienny 
and personal culture are 'S,-nonyms inst<Jccl of antagonists~" 
( 21: 144) Social efficiency as lll:n educational purpose 
should mean cultivation of power to join freeJy and fully 
in shared or cor.m10n interests. Culture makes "':;}"is posslble 
bec~mse one cannot share intercourse with others wj_ thout 
.e;ett:i.ng a broader point of view and perceiving things, of 
which one wo11ld otherwis<' be ignorant. 
'11he efflclent, skilled worker must be a person of e;ood 
personal habits, pronrrt, courteous, ready to Jearn, alwqys 
willing to eive his ~Ork the full stint Of his abilityG 
I.Tost boys and girls who fail 11 to make goodn in the work they 
turn to are not mentally or morally badJbut are d~fective 
in thP.ir training. They 'clave never learneo to be punctual 
or courteous because they have never supposed thot these 
th:i.nc;s mattert='rl much. The;r lacked the :;:native of a life 
career, the 'notive which makes thesA things sic;nificant, 
wlJich makes them strive for a character througt which it may 
be possible tc realize this motive. In a general education 
the pupil has little opportunitYt to develop his independent 
judgment or power of choice. 1His own initiative. should be 
called into play. The obedience and courtesy which the 
school exacts of him is given grudgingly beceuse it does not 
seem to him ·to have_ any direct connectj_on with success in 
hj_s s.chool work. It is naturHl for boys and girls to react 
ae;ainst that sort of control r:rich seems to be just for 
t;10 teacher's pleasure. Consequently these children alo 
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not get training for dependable characters that it is the 
duty of the school to give"(ll:22). 
Youth is the period of plastic growth and rapid develop-
ment, the age of brain and heart when guidance is most needed. 
society is responsible to every child for thorough develop-
ment of body, mind and character, and a careful planning of 
and adequate preparation for some occupation, in which the 
youth will prove to be the best adapted. If this vital 
period is allowed to pass without the development and special 
training that belong to it, no amount of education in after 
years can redeem the loss. Society must, therefore, train 
all the children of all the people in an intellectual, 
emotional, and physical way as carefully as men are trained 
to-day for the higher professions. 
A conspicuous characteristic of modern times is the acti e 
interest in the general welfare of human society • It is a 
time when men have become dependent one upon another. To 
meet this dependence, courses of instruction are planned in 
the schools to meet the needs of old and young alike. Our 
modern days bring us the period of life when each individual 
who would take his place in the world as a successful man 
must take his part in sharing the burden of society. 
rrThese truths, it is the duty of educators toimpress 
upon the students under thE?ir guidance,"says Davis,"If they 
be looking forward to establishing themselves in certain 
vocations, they must be taught to enter a vocation because 
it wil1 afford them the best opportunities for service. The 
vocational counselor therefore, must teach students the 
importance of selecting and studying well the vocation for 
which they are most fitted, its social obligations, and the 
responsibilities which a successful career will bring them 
as influential citizens in the community"(2o : 99)rr. 
Society agrees with Brewer wher;i.hcsays, 11Wi th their 
entrance into high school, we shalit"l~hat many of our pupils 
feel ready to specialize for definite callings, while 
others need a continuation of broad experimentation. If we 
may judge by some observations already made however,even 
some of those who have decided on their occupations are aub-
ject to change of mind. Our school courses therefore must be 
strongly interlocked so that bor,s and girls may make needed 
trans.fers without loss of time. 1 (15: 235). The teacher 
who .is working for society both in our generation and in the 
eenerations to come, should be on the alert to find and use 
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·the vocational values in every lesson. His chief task is 
to act as an educational guide whenever this seems opportune 
To do this the scope of classroom activity must be widene<ffi. 
play, competition and various forms of self-directlo:r. . · 
roup effort and individual.instruction should be utilized ~henever this seems desirable. Debates in the history lessons 
contests in mathematics, dramatics in the English class, 
exhibitions in drawing, all these show what may be done to 
open up the way for the discovery of talents. 
To be socially efficient, an individual must be made 
industrially competent according to Dewey who says, ttif an 
individual is not able to earn his own living and that of 
his children dependent upon him, he is a drag or parasite 
upon the activities of others. He misses for himself onb of 
the most educative experiences; in life. If he is not 
trained in the right use of the products of industty' . there is 
grave danger that he may deprs.ve himself and injure others 
in his possession of wealth. 11 ( ~3:139 ). Moreover the 
socially efficient individual must have the qualities of a 
good citizen both socially and politically; good citizen-
ship which denotes ability to judge men and measures wisely, 
and to take a determining part in making as we11·as obeying 
laws. It covers all that makes one's experiences worth while 
to others and enables one to participate more richly in the 
worth-while experiences of others. Ability to produce and 
enjoy art, capacity for recre~tion, the significant 
utilization of leisure are important elements, more important 
than elements conventionally associated often with citizen-
ship. · 
To be an influential citizen ,a. leader in one's 
vocation one must be socially efficient. In times past 
the school fostered the erroneous idea that social instincts 
must be suppressed as the school existed for instruction 
alone. As a result social impulses broke out into forms of 
outlawry and secret organizrtions became the dominating in-
fluence in the social life of the students. To develop social 
efficiency in pupils, not only must they labor toward this 
gmal but parents must be instructed to co-operate if 
success is to be won. 
'fl 1-.t.. 
"The greatest service that the parent can',_to the child 
toward securing for it a successful career, 11 says Davis, "is 
to lay a foundation of habits that form a worthy charae'.ter 
E~rly impressions are the ones most firmly fixed in 
the mind and the hardest to erase. The character of the 
home determines these earliest impressions. Homes where 
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promnt obedience is c:::;:iected ••• 1N}rnre there is an atmosphere 
of i;~,tel1J3ence and morality, ·where wholesome food, pi.n'e 
air and proper C]'.)tlJ.,inf f'Y'S Prnvided; homes vrhere habits of 
livi~1g a:ee tom?erate, where study and work are pu:b first 
an~ play and amusenents, though not oJ1'littecJ,are made second-
ary,-in such homes they are layine t~e foundation that 
as~u-res sn.ccess in any anrl.. every vocatj_on in life.ti 
(21:133) 
Pupils §elf Bevelatinn. 
Of all the unny problems tf1at ccre met i.n vocational 
QUidRnce, that of analyzine the applicant is nossib1y the 
~ost difficult. It is the most dangerous p~ase of the work 
anrl. oJlc::o which tJ--ie counselor shon1r1 enter with fear and 
tremblinc. Helping to c~cv3J011 :purpose, and to shape the 
careers of tlle easer, t'::.o ambltious and the sJre:ritical is o. 
task which calls for exceptionRl qualities of intelli~ence. 
Hu,nan ~'ldP'.I'lent Ls fraj_l anr) exner1_1n.ental usycl10J.,ow1 has not 
yet be:=:n ;~r:r:'luce(J so as to be of final 2ssisto::1ce1 .,,~; import-
ant n feeture jr ~h:i.1d llfe. The counselor r1mst draw from 
the s11pJ i.r~an't his · innermost desiT'es and insp'i.re him w:l.th 
se1f-confide11cd anJ a lasting deteri-!'1.:irn.tion to make the 
most of his opportv~~ties. Faith, in himselI', must be mqde 
the essentail fsctor. J?o:r this recson the cm:r8slor must 
skilJ_f-ul l~r r;uide his. client toward the ren1iza ti on of his 
vocAtional aim. The applicant can usually be advised to 
follow the course that wil1 lead him to a better field of 
endeavor', but the actual solution of tJ1e Jrob1em depends not 
upon the colmselor, 1)Ut up0r the a;:-ipljcrrnt hintse1f. He must 
be w1visod of this and pe1~severe until the ,(~n'.) 1 is roached. 
lioweve:r, in a11 this guJdance, it must be impressed upon the 
student that char2.cter connts of nrL~,e :inrnortance towards 
the Jadcle:r> of' success, that he Elust ho.ve the moral strnninf! 
to car:cy out the sug0esti0ns t,iven. 
Davis expresses these facts when he tells us that 
nEduca ti on in a democracy, both within n.nc1 wl thout the 
school should develop in the indi virhui J the; kncn1 led0;e, 
intc:rests, ideals, r:nbi ts, am) nowers 11'1e::'eby he •:ri11 find 
his rylace and use that place to sha~e both hi~self and 
society toward ever nobler ends.ti 
(20:14?) 
T)(·nrny voic1°:s t~; ,-, sen_tj_nent s of ie,Lany ~ducators and 0::1:·1 Gr 
peTscns of' e:.:cperj_ence when he says, 11TO find out what one is 
fitted to do and to secure an op~Jortun j_ t~r to do it is the 
kE:7 to happiness. Nothing is mo1~e trac;ic tlHH1 failure to 
discover one's true hr~piness in life, or to find that one 
has drifted or been forced bv circrunstances into an 1mcon-
• l 11 · 11 ( '.? n ] 0 ' S ·; -- · '' 1-. i · n i r ·n ., 1! i 1- i ,_' -r:;enia __ ca _ir::r,. ~,;:.: _, / J.11ce L. ___ s oc---·LL .-v _s t,11e 
b1:i.s ines s of educ a ti on to d ls cover wlH« t each p81'S on is good 
for, and to tr:ij:n him to mnste1'y of that mode of excellence, 
because such develonrnent would also secure the f~JJfillment 
of social needs in ~he most harmonious way,'' (22:368) the 
task revolving upon the school ls no li&~t one. A re-ad-
iustmcmt of the nresent ~urriculum j 8 :brnerative in order to 
,_, .... ... . ' 
1neet the s:ituation. Whether the 1~e-adjustment of the presen, 
r~hool system be a gradual tr~nsformation, preservine the 
cultured, disciplinnry and inforr1~c.tional f.::;atures tJ:ey now 
}JOef' 1)ss, or whether a compJ.ete nnd sudden 0 1•'l.D[e be made, 
is at present a much debated question. 
Chapter 111. 
An Outline of the Administration of 
Vocational Guidance. 
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The organization required for vocational guidance 
depends in large measures upon the size of the community 
which it serves and upon the existence of other organ-
izations capable of rendering'supplementary services. A 
small organization or even a single individual, can handle 
the work in a small place, but large cities require fully 
equipped bureaus for vocational guidance. 
To illustrate the manner of administration used in 
different sized cities, the writer has selected three large 
cities, Chicago, Cincinnati and Pittsburg: and two small 
cities Sout1) Bend, Indiana and Hutchinson, Kansas. In these 
cities one oP more of the four phases of the vocational 
guidance program namely Occupational Information, Training 
Program, Placement, and Follow-up have been described. The 
first two of these phases are included in the work of the 
counselor. The duties in general of this office are detailed 
as follows: 
"The duties of the counselor may be modified to 
some extent by t~e type of school organization, by the size 
and kind of the school, by the other provisions for guidance 
activities and by the character and type of the community. 
The following duties are suggested in a comprehensive 
program of counseling. 
1. Interview and confer '.vi th students: 
a. To assist pupils in making future plans in 
accordance with future vocational and educa-
tional possibilities. 
b. To assist pupils in making proper· vocational 
choices. 
c. To acquaint pupils with provisions of the 
law governing school attendance, working 
permits. 
2. Provide vocational information: 
a. Through personal interviews with pupils. 
b. Through occupational studies. 
c. Through vocational talks to students. 
d. Through handbook, containing occupational 
information. 
e. Through reference books and magazines. 
f. By arranging for outside speakers to addres 
groups of pupils on certain occupations about 
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which they are familiar. 
3. Make recommendation for needed adjustment. 
a. Curricular adjustment to make school work more 
profitable for students. 
h. Adjustments of employment to better serve 
interests of pupils. 
4. Supervise and direct certain forms of research work. 
5. Cooperate with inside agencies. 
a. With the attendance department in issuing work-
ing permits. 
b. With teachers in an effort to keep cumulative 
record of the performances of all pupils. 
c. With placement office in placing pupils in 
desirable employment. 
6. Co-operate with outside agencies. 
a. With any social or other organization which 
interviews pupils or parents relative to change 
from one school to another, or change from school 
to employment. 
b. With parents, and others interested in helping 
students to make proper adjustment in school and 
in employment., 
7. Perform certain routine and clerical duties. 
a. Fill in necessary forms for those who drop out 
of school. 
b. Make record of those who withdraw. 
c. Make reports regularly to the director. 
d. Make reports to the placement office. 
e. Gather and keep on file occupational infor-
mation. · · 
f. Have regular office hours for conferences with 
students, parents and others." 
"In the work of organizing and administering a program 
of vocational guidance, the school administrator or director 
of vocational guidance will face many problems which he can 
solve only in terms of his own community, and his own 
organization. One of the first tasks, then,. which the direc 
tor of vocational guidance will have in organizing and ad-
ministering the guidance program, will be to make a thorough 
study of his own problem, and from that study to deduce, 
formulate, and adopt, certain policies and principles, and 
to define and limit the scope of his responsibility and 
activities."(35)~ 
11 The counselor's job is a delicate and difficult one 9 It 
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requires standards of preparation not expected of many other 
groups in educational work. In a comprehensive program, the 
work of counseling should not be left entirely to individual 
teachers who have little time from class work, but should be 
administered by full-time counselors. The co-eperation and 
support of the teachers should certainly be gained, and they 
should be made to feel that they are a very vital part of the 
guidance organization"(35). 
"The most successful guidance does not depend upon one 
or two teachers in a school, but upon the hearty co-operatic 
of all the teachers; it must be inherent in the work of every 
classroom. Every teacher should catch a vision of his or her 
opportunity and should accept a share of the responsibility 
for the child's future .•. The child is the only object of the 
school; all studies and activities being the means and not 
the end of education. He should be guided through the maze 
of electives and even through the after-school days. No 
vocational guidance department, no matter how highly organ-
1zed, can be .effective without the sympathy and co-operation 
of the whole teaching force 11 (7o). 
Placement 
The second big phase of vocalional guidance is the 
"Placement." Placement is not a process which may or may not 
accompany other guidance functions but it is closely tied up 
and interrelated, as an integral part of the whole guidance 
program. It is an agency which can not successfully be 
operated apart from the school organization. To wisely 
assist young people to select and prepare for suitable occu-
pations, the school should be responsible for providing 
reliable information concerning life occupations. 
Placement is but one phase of the entire program of 
vocational guidance, but it is an important phase and one 
which school and vocational guidance workers cannot afford 
to neglect. 
11 The success of placement activities will depend to no 
small. degree upon those who are actually responsible fo~ 
carrying on the work. Following are some of the qualifl-
ica tions necessary for the efficient placement officer. 
1. He should have a broad knowledge of educational and 
occupational advantages and possibilities, and know in detail 
the opportunities of his own community. • 
2. He should understand'his own function in relation to 
school administrators and employment managers, and be able to 
co-operate with both. 
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3. He should be able to establish and maintain desir-
able relationships. 
4. He should possess organizing and executive ability. 
5. He should be able to develop and maintain a publicity 
campaign. 
6. He should have a good general education including a 
study of industry, education, sociology and psychology. 
7. Fe should have special training in vocational 
guidance, occupational information, research and counseling. 
8. He should have experience in various forms of social 
endeavor, and personnel work in industrial and commercial 
organizations 11 (71). 
The duties of the placement officer are modified by the 
size and charact.er of the community, the local, social and 
economic conditions, and other factors. 
Follow-up. 
The last step in a comprehensive plan of vocational 
guidance is that called "follow-up". Every scheme of 
guidance must make provision for systematic follow-up and 
supervision if it is to be complete. It has been well saidJ 
that any system of education breaks down if it does not 
continue instruction until the worker is established as a 
competent worker in his vocation. An adequate vocational 
guidance program should make provision for these young 
workers, at least until they are eighteen years of age. 
ttWhether the child be a part-time worker or a full-time 
worker, it is believed that the school should maintain a 
supervision over this young worker until he is firmly 
established in his chosen vocation"(71). Tbe activities of 
the "follow-up" department are threefold namely, 
Guidance and placement of pupils, 
Community Co-operation, ~ 
Counsel and assistance both for employer and worker. 
·The work of supervision and follow-up has been 
considered of growing importance and it is imperative that i 
be carried on by persons properly equipped and trained. 
1. 11 They must be tactful, sympathetic, and interested 
in young people. 
2. His education should include a study of sociology, 
education, psychology and industry. 
3. His special training should include a study of 
vocational guidance. 
4. His experience might well include personnel work 
in industrial and commercial establishments, teaching and 
various forms of social endeavor"(71). 
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"An attempt has been made to briefly outline the 
organization of a comprehensive guidance program of the public 
school and to indicate the work it should perform. The 
spirit of modern education and modern industry suggests that 
such an agency can be of valuable service by giving 
occupationai and educational advice and counsel to young 
people, as·well as to serve as a clearing house for young 
workers and for the employer. This phase of the guidance 
program should continue to increasingly become a defintte and 
functioning part of any comprehensive program of public 
education 11 (71). 
With some modifications this plan is used in many 
communities. As will be 'shoym in the following pages the 
program of large cities has been organized with an extensive 
staff of trained vocational guidance workers. In the 
smaller cities, chosen for this paper, it will be found that 
the members of the staff are less in number but sufficiently 
adequate to carry on the work in these places. The cities 
described are respectively Chicago; Cincinnati; Pittsburg; 
South Bend, Indiana; and Hutchinson, Kansas. 
Chicago 
The vocational guidance bureau of the Chicago public 
schools originated iri 1910 in the bureau of vocational 
supervision, which was establishedas a result of investigatio s 
made of truants and other non-attendants of schools. In this 
investigation attention was called to the inability of many 
children who started at a ttjob", as soon as the law e..llowed. 
Especially was the need of assistance to truant boys 1;18.de 
conspicuous. "Because of the character of the homes from 
which these boys came and because of the helplessness of the 
boys themselves when they left the school, advantage was 
taken of the opportunity offered by this investigation to 
advise with them in reference to their choice of work, and 
to assist them to find work when they were unwilling or 
unable to return to the regular day schoolu(68:l55). 
This investigational experiment included inquiry not 
only into opportunities opened to boys under sixteen years 
of age but also into a careful study of the boys themselves. 
This study was made possible through interviews with them, 
their parents and teachers. The aims of this bureau were, to 
advise children about to leave school and retain them in 
school when possible; to place in positions those children 
who needed assistance in securing employment; and to follow 
up each child who had been placed, advising him to take 
advantage of every opportunity .for further training. Definite 
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achievement in these p:J_ans were shown ouring the years 1911-
l916 during .which time the work was taken over by the public scho~ls. Here a bureau of vocational counseling was estab-
lished. It followed out on an extended basis the general 
lines laid down during the semi-private stage of the early 
bureau. In 1924 the vocational guidance bureau had a 
permanent staff working under a di~ector immediately respon-
sible to the superirte:'1.dent of schools. 
The diagram on page ~9 illustrates the method of admin-
istration used in the Chicago Vocational Guidance Bureau. 
From this diagram the radiation of the duties as they emerge 
from the central agency to each division of the bureau, can 
be perceived. "The mutual support of these offices are as 
follows; 
1. The central agency receives advice and assistance 
from special research committees and from an advisory council 
2. The advisory council is composed of interested 
individuals or of representatives of organizations whose 
activities relate them to the work of vocational guidance. 
It advises in planning the vocational guidance activities 
adapted to the community and assists in enlisting the co-oper 
ation needed when gathering information or when making 
placements. 
3. Research, by persons qualified by experience and 
training, should be carried on to give assistance in solving 
such special problems as those connected with the guidance 
and protection of mentally or physically handicapped children, 
with aiding foreigners to adjust themselves to American 
conditions, with the promotion of the health of women workers 
and with the gathering of information needed for legislation. 
4. Vocational counselors are neededin schools or other 
institutions )·1henever there are persons whose satisfactory 
guidance requires many individual conferences • 
. 5. Since vocational guidance must concern itself with 
young persons found in the public schools, and since this 
activity is related closely to the general economic welfare 
of the community, it is advisable that the agency undertakin 
the work should be a part of, or closely affiliated with the 
publicly supported educational system. This will promote 
the co-ordination of vocational guidance activities with 
the nork of attendance and certification officers, and of 
persons giving physical and mental tests and of persons 
engaged in developing means for supplying school children 
with vocational information and education. 
6. The intelligent interest and co-operation of all 
teachers should be secured, by means of teachers' meetings, 
Board. of .~dUC<-• ti on 
C ntr:...l Office Director · Schools 
Rese<.. .. rch .?la cement Certification Continuation Counselors 
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reading circles, and institutes."(54). 
11All members of the staff in the Vocational Guidance 
Bureau are called upon to advise and guide the children towar 
an occupational choice and to help them in their preparation 
for life's work. In school districts, advisers are assigned 
to assist the principals and teachers in working out a 
Vocational Guidance program and to promote in the schools 
the study of occupations. A teacher is appointed as 
vocational advtlso,r in each high school program and the amount 
they are able to accomplish varies:. in cona.equence. 
Certiffication 
"The issuing of employment <rnrt"ifi~ates: to minors 'b:etwee 
.f"ourteen and sixheen years of age inwolves; careful inspection 
of proofs of age, school records, kind of employment promised 
the minor and a thorough physical examination of each 
applicant by physicians employed by the Board of Education11( 
These records are carefully preserved with other records of 
the family history and with records of the progress which 
minors make in their occupation. 
"The Placement Division is maintained to assist the 
youthful worker in finding a suitable employment under 
approved conditions and with intelligent appreciation of 
opportunities ahead11 (64). The placement office is an agency 
especially adapted to the needs of juniors and to employers 
of beginners. Placement and not elimination is the objective 
as it is the objective of every school system. It places 
every child where he can do useful work or receive needed 
training and care. 
In carrying out the activities just described the 
Vocational Guidance Bureau of Chicago has published liter-
ature dealing with the training necessary in vari6us trades 
and professions, also "occupational studies" giving general 
information about the fields of work including the kind of 
education necessary for each specific occupation, historical 
ske~ches of the different fields, the nature and importance 
of the occupations. 
Visits to the Chicago Bureau of Vocational Guidance 
enabled the writer to draw up the diagram on page 29 illus-
trating the branches of the bureau in its radiation from the 
director to the several offices of the Department. During 
this visit, copies of the literature mentioned above were 
received and each one carefully read. The writer learned 
from these visits that the field of certification, in its 
issuance of work certificates was the seat of the principal 
activities during the war. Since that time, the dire need 
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for working certificates has been greatly diminished, as so 
many children have not been forced to leave school. The 
activities of this office have been lessened greatly although 
the retention of it is an absolute necessity for the, great 
numbers who still apply for certificates. During the summer 
of 1926, over 7000 certificates were dist1~ibuted. 
Much "follow-up" is carried on through correspondence, 
but in districts where follow-up is carried on for workers 
who graduated from the fifth, sixth and seventh grades, one 
night a week is set aside to meet these \'/Orkers at a 
centrally located office. The children who attend these 
meetinWs are those generally who have been dissatisfied with 
their jobs" and wish to transfer to other work. Usually the 
high school students and other well placed and contented 
workers,are satisfied enough not to need advice and assistanc 
and refrain from attending the meetings. 
Through conversation with the Vocational Guidance Super-
vis9r at Lindbloom High School of Chicago, the writer 
discovered.that the greatest practical feature of the Bureau 
there, was confined to the commercial and technical depart-
ments. The work of the Supervisor lies mainly in the confer-
ence phase. Through these conferences she secures 
information as to the vocational tendency of the individuals, 
being careful at .all times not to stress or exert definite 
influence toward any one particular vocation. She guides the 
applic~nt by giving him reading matter on the particular 
occupation he has selected. If the applicant changes his 
liking from one occupation into another, she assists him in 
his new choice as she did in the first one. This is her 
. particular work. The 11 placement 11 is the work of the 
commercial and technical departments which locate: students 
in positions; the 11 follow-uprr is carried on at the main 
Hureau of Vocational Guidance and not in the branch depart-
ments of the various districts. 
At the Englewood High School of the same city, the 
writer was given free access to the private files of the 
Vocational Counselor, Miss Campbell,. whose work embraces the 
different phases of the Vocational Guidance program in which 
counseling, program training and adjusting, part-time 
schooling, placement and follow-up are excellently planned. 
Miss Campbell tried to work out the 11 follow-up 11 phase of her 
office through correspondence with the students concerned, 
but found that such v10rk is tremendously heavy to carry on 
alone, so she manages this phase of her work in other ways. 
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When the freshman classes are formed at the opening of 
each semester, Miss Campbell distributes to each member of 
the class an index card, on which is preserved all the data 
that she gcthers during conferences with students. When 
this card is filled out, it is filed and kept for at least 
four years after the student graduates. Miss Campbell confers 
with each student privately during the first week of the 
semester, assists each in r,1aking out a program if such be 
necessary, and' assures each pupil of her hearty co-operation 
in any plans or difficulties that he may develop during the 
year. Any special conference he may have with her is care-
fully recorded on this card and filed for future references. 
Through this card system, the vocational guidance and educa-
tional work iq well started for each pupil entering the 
Englewood High School. 
The work of guidance throughout the school is carried 
on also by literature which is distributed to the inquiring 
students; through lectures by men of the different occupa-
tions throughout the city; and by field trips which include 
visits to laboratories, to factories of various kinds, and to 
the industrial centres in which vocational possibilities for 
the students might exist. 
Miss Campbell's v10rk is productive of much good to the 
pupils, many of whom would have had to lee.ve school entirely 
had she not, through conferences, discovered domestic and 
financial difficulties, which were leading to the pupils' 
elimination from school. She secured part-time positions for 
these students through which they were enabled to relieve the 
distress at home, and at the same time remain in school 
happy girls and boys. The vocational guidance work carried 
on at Englewood htgh school is real personnel work. 
Cincinnati 
The vocational guidance movement has been int.roduced 
into a number of elementa17 schools of Cincinnati, and has 
undergone a considerable development in a few Cincinnati 
high schools. The movement had not advanced far in this city 
before teachers realized that vocational guidance should be 
an educational process, and that the life-career motive 
should. be used as a means for pro1onging the period of school 
life. 
The Bureau of Cincinnati does not aim to give vocational 
guidance. It concbrns itself more with the safe guarding 
children from dangerous work, supervises young workers in 
industry to make sure that they are not injured by under-
taldng work which is dangerous or hours which are too long, 
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it finds for young people positions which are carefully 
selected to furnish the best chance of success, and it 
furnishes friendly advice designed to help respecting 
employers. Its scope is broad in that, "It secures scholar-
ships for bright boys and e;irls who want an educotion, but 
cannot afford one unaided and it secures supervision for the 
feeble-minded young people who may under fuvorable conditions 
be able to earn a living. 
The Bureau is divided into eisht departr1ents; 
1. Child Labor and Placement. 
2. Child Attend~1ce and School Census. 
3. Psychological Laboratory. 
4. Scholarships. 
5. Supervision of the Feeble-I.linded in Industry. 
6. Adjustment Offices. 
7. Occupational Information. 
8. Special Research." (69) 
The personnel element which begins with the eighth-grade 
continues throughout the high-school course. It is done 
in a systematic manner, and with that sympathetic interest 
characteristic of the true techer. The plan is to schedule 
on guidance record cards~ those general characteristics 
which influence the vocational success or failure of the 
individual. 
But the phase of vocational guidance which is most in 
evidence, is the systematic effort to keep the life-career 
motive before the students throughout the four years of 
high-school and give them information which will assist in 
the choice of a vocation. In the first and second years the 
most important duty is to follow up the failures and to use, 
a long with other incentives, the life-career motive as an 
important influence in getting pupils to do a better grade 
of work. 
The Child labor and Placement office has functions in 
helping an~ young person of legal working age who is leaving 
school (puolic, private or parochial) to secure employment 
suited to his training and capacity. The bureau does not 
help the child to plan for advancement as the real Vocationa 
Guidance functions; but it administers to all children, 
feeble-minded, bright, and dull whether they are in public 
or private institutions. This makes its administration 
policy much broader than in many cities where the Bureaus 
concern themselves explicitly with public schools children. 
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Pittsburg 
Under the direction of Superintendent Dr. Wm. M. David-
son the Vocational Guidance Bureau of Pittsburg, has made 
great progress. Dr. Davidson realizing that co-operation 
among high schools was a necessary factor for satisfactory 
progress in guidance, made provisions accordingly. He 
provided that the direction of the Department be given to one 
of the high school principles and that the counselors should 
be members of the high school faculty. 
11 It wo..s the Superintendent's thought, from the beginning 
that guidance and placement should be clearly differentiated, 
but that they should be articulated as closely as possible. 
The organization of the Department, therefore, has two major 
subdivisions, guidance within the schools and placement, 
including subsequent guidance in occupation" (55). The fact 
that vocational guidance should be inherent in the school 
system rather than an extra school function, induced the 
Superintendent to create a Vocational Guidance Staff which 
serves as the Directors' Cabinet. This staff is as follows:-
(a) The Director of the Department, Chairman. 
(b) The Associate Superintendent in charge of vocationa 
education and guidance. 
(~) The Principle of the Continuation School. 
(d) The Official in direct charge of the Public Schools 
Employment Service. 
(e) Two high school counselors. 
The work of guidance in the schools is carried out 
through instructions, through guidance literature sent by the 
Director to the several principals of elementary and high 
schools, and through the services of the high school coun-
selorsn (55). Each high school has one counselor. Guidance 
permeates the entire school from the kindergarten through the 
senior classes and even after children are working. The 
chart on page 35 represents the agencies through which Voca-
tional Guidance is emphasized and the grades in which they 
operate. 
Homogeneous Grouping 
The homogeneous grouping used in the Pittsburg schools 
is made possible by the I.Q. tests given the different 
classes of Junior High School students. The use of such test 
scores, on educational achievement tests and teachers' rating 
enables teachers to divide pupils into groups which are un-
questionably more nearly similar in ability, than any other 
plan of grouping which has hitherto been available. 
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Try-out Course. 
"The purpose of this phase of Vocational Guidance is to 
discover the aptitudes ,or 9.bili ties of the students. These 
courses are carried out in the General Shop where six kinds 
of work are given for the seventh-grade boy. In the eighth 
grade, the "try-outu basis is used also and courses are 
developed and organized from the results. These give try-out 
experience to students so that they can see, after actually 
manipulating in the different courses, just the one which is 
best for them. At the same time the teacher can determine 
~herein the capabilities of the students lie. If they fail 
at the end of this course, they are not deprived of promotion, 
provided their core subjects have been passed. It is the 
semester's work which counts toward promotion to the ninth 
grade. The try-out work is used as a guide to the student, 
whereby he can determine its suitability to the life career 
motive he has 11 (55). 
Counseling 
Counseling is another phase of the high school guidance 
program in Pittsburg. The school counseling is usually well 
developed and organized. Emphasis is placed upon the 
educational rather than upon definite vocational guidance. 
Day schools and continuation schools offer vocational traiyting 
to girls, in the commercial field, and to boys, in both the 
conunercial and industrial field. This is done twice a year · 
once, in group conference and once in individual conferences, 
in which selection of courses is discussed. In the senior 
high school, counseling is held with pupils and parents. At 
these meetings, the need for vocational information is made 
known, the study of vocations is stressed, and thorough 
preparation of school tasks is urged. This type of counseling 
is done at the beginning of the semester of class 9B. 
The lOB. pupils are convened at regular intervals for the 
purpose of learning the industrial opportunities which 
Pittsburg offers young people. 
In meetings of lOA. and llB. classes, special attention 
is given to educational counseling. 
In class llA. personal conferences are held to assure 
the counselors that the student knows what is to be done durin 
his senior year as to vocational aims or college requirements. 
In 12B. brief talks are given to special classes, or 
groups, setting forth the purposes of local placement offices. 
In 12A. classes the counselor meets all the pupils 
(personally) who may'need his assistance in arranging for any 
after graduation work especially in arranging for college 
entrance. For those not going to college, conferences are 
held by representatives of placement offices. 
The placement work of the department is handled by two 
separate offices, one for children between the ages of fourtee 
and sixteen years and another for persons between sixteen and 
twenty-one. The office concerned with the children under 
sixteen years of age is located in the "continuation schoolu 
where certi:fication and vocational guidance function. The 
placement office is in a building located in the center of the 
busir..ess district. The superintendent of schools 1'...as ruled '~ 
that all children, of the ages fourteen to sixteen applying fo 
certificates, report first to the juvenile placement office 
for vocational advice. This is an important feature of the 
Pittsburg guidance program. 
The Vocational Guidance Program has been given a special 
department in Pittsburg, as the necessary phases: Occupational 
Information, Outlining Training Programs, Placement, and 
Follow-up have been recognized and special methods for 
carrying these out have been employed. The work of Vocational 
Guidance in this city is rapidly progressing into Personnel 
Service. 
Hutchinson 
The educational and vocational guidance work in the 
schools of Hutchinson, Kansas,. a town of about 26, 000 
inhabitants has been progressing slowly throuch the last two 
years. "In the spring of 1925, two classes in occupational 
information were organized as an experiment. The following 
year regular classes were organized and the work was required 
of every seventh grade pupil in one junior high school and 
made elective in the other one. This year the course is 
required in both schools. The classes meet two and three 
times a week, giving ninety class periods of sixty minutes 
each, to the work during the year. 
"The unit project plan of presenting the work is used. 
First,lessons are devoted to the orientation of the pupils 
to the junior high school organization and to an explanation 
of the purposes and methods of the course. Second, attention 
is called to the ways in which the junior high school differs 
from the school they have been attending and the reasons for 
these differences. Third, an explanation bf the marking 
system used is made. Fourthi' it is clearly explained that the 
course is designed to give the pupils information which shoul 
help them in choosing, preparing for,.entering upon, and 
succeeding in a life work. Fifth, after this introduction, 
the time is given to the study of the nine fields of 
occupations as listed by the United States Census. In each 
of the nine project units several of. the m,ore important 
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workers, chosen according to the interests of the class are 
studied, and then the field as a whole. Since the pupils are 
grouped in sections according to the results of mental tests 
and teachers' judgment, it is possible to stress the 
occupations and phases of the work and preparation which are 
of most value' to each group. The aim is to give the pupils a 
view of the world's work that they may have a better under-
standing of and sympathy for all workers as well as a back-
ground for a wider choice of their own vocation. Another aim 
is to develop a method of studying any vocation showing that 
in choosing a life work it is necessary to consider such point 
as the value to society, the work done, the remuneration, 
chance for advancement, effect on the worker and his family, 
advantages and disadvantages, and requirements 11 (63). 
11 It is hoped that this occupational information may furnis 
a background for educational and vocational guidance, there-
fore, some time is spent in the explanation of various courses 
and subjects offered in the high schools that a better choice 
may be made. It is the plan to continue the occupati9nal 
infor~ation work in the ninth grade civics classes, giving 
more attention to the guidance of the individual in his choice 
of vocation and his plans for future education. Probably six 
weeks or thirty periods will be given to this work 11 (63). 
In the home rooms there is taken up first, a course on 
"How to Study,, 11 followed by instructions on the "Use of the 
Library", and then "Manners and Conduct in and out of School." 
The home room teacher establishes a close contact with her 
pupils whereby she is able to help them with their individual 
problems. The teachers meet oneea week for the purpose of 
discussing the problems of the home room and plan methods of 
meeting them. 
Each home room elects a member for the student council, 
the president of which is elected by the student body. This 
council determines many of the policies of the school and 
reports to the home rooms. 
11Considerable opportunity for vocational training and try-
out is now offered in the Hutchinson schools. Each of the 
junior high schools offers a 6ood course in Manual Training 
which includes mechanical drawing, wood working, sheet metal 
work, and electrical wiring. In the senior high school last 
year a Printing Department was added and this fall courses in 
Mechanics were instituted. Good courses are offered in Home 
Economics, Journalism, and Commercial departments, the last 
named placing many pupils in the local business establishments' 
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The visiting teacher is another very helpful agency in 
the guidance work of this city. "Five years ago Hutchinson 
was chosen by the National Visiting Teachers Association as 
the thirteenth city for demonstration purposes. The visiting 
teacher sent _here worked part of her time in one of the junior 
high schools. At the end of the three year demonstration 
period, the local board of education not only retained this 
visiting teacher, but secured the services of another. Now 
we have one working in each of the junior high schools and the 
services of these trained social service workers is invaluable 
in the guidance work 11 (63). 
The report of Vocational Guidance in Hutchinson, Kansas 
does not give a detailed statement of the work, yet we are 
convinced from this brief account that occupational informatio 
is given. From the close contact established in the "home 
room" between teacher and pupil, counsel and program training 
can be very successfully pursued. The homogeneous grouping 
of children in the Kansas school will make such a program 
function with additional success. Hutchinson promises a 
development of Vocational and Educational Guidance programs. 
South Bend 
South Bend, a much smaller city than Pittsburg, shows 
by its Guidance Bureau that Vocational Guidance is on an 
administrative basis. The aims of this bureau represent the 
four phases of the vocational Guidance Program. 
1. Occupational Information. 
2. Training Programs. 
3. Placement. 
4. Follow-up. 
The Occupational Information is given through job-
analysis in the occupation classes. In personal conference 
with students, training programs are outlined. 
The placement work includes all junior wage-eraners, and 
continues until the child becomes of age. 
The aims of this Bur•eau in South Bend are: 
1. "To collect information regarding occupation, with 
respect to age at which beginners enter, the training necessa 
to the opportunity for advancement, the remuneration to be 
expected, in fact everything concerning an occupation, in orde 
to give the young people still in school accurate knowledge of 
occupations so that they may reco3nize the characteri·stics of 
a good job. 
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2. To interview all boys and girls who are about to leave 
school. This includes 
a. High school graduates; 
b. Eighth grade graduates; 
c. The over-age and reta·rded group; 
d. Those who drop out before graduation. 
"The purpose of the interview is to become more thoroughly 
acquainted with the young person and his needs, find out what 
are his needs, find out what are his plans for himself, what 
are his parents' plans for him, what the school estimate of 
him is, and then if advisable, 
ca'l. Incl.nee him to return to school for further trainin 
or <b~ Assist him in finding a suitable opening in 
industry corresponding with his particular training and apti-
tudes. • 
3. To follow up and supervise the employment of all young 
workers; 
a. To see that the laws relating to their employment 
are being observed. 
b. To encourage them to take advantage of night schoo 
to better prepare for promotion. 
c. To advise them regarding opportunities for advance 
ment. 
d. To assist in adjusting the various difficulties 
arising out of employment, for example, discouraging frequent 
changes in positions, showing the young worker the need for a 
right attitude toward his work and toward his employer"(72). 
The purpose of tl:l:e Vocational Guidance Bureau is, 11 to 
provide vocational counsel and the right kind of employment 
for all young people of South Bend under twenty-one years of 
age, by keeping in close touch with all boys and girls of 
working age and acquainting ourselves with their school 
records, their ambitions, .and their aptitudes"(72). 
The nature and conduct of the work in south Bend shows 
rapid advancement toward Personnel Service. 
The description of the vocational guidance program as 
administered in these five cities typifies what is being done 
in many cities of the United States. 
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Chapter lV 
Permann~ce of Voc~~ions. 
11Uodc:nY1 educotior: i::_i ten.ding r;1.ore and more to t-.g_ke into 
co~F~dsration the int0Pests 0f its ryuoils. _ Before these 
i:1terest;s c'.ln be used sis:-~if:ic~·mtly~ t;~1ey mil.Gt be evuJp_:ited. 
Probably the r,wst i'TI})OY'tort f'~1ctor [nvolved ir t;l:15.s evnluo.tio 
is t1-rnt of !Y:::rmnnence. Is tLe averac;e pupil vnrinble and 
unce1"taj_n or is he r0Hsonab:ir, co1:::-:istent i;i his interests, 
in his cr0ice of n vocut~.m'?' (r;:3) 
Of vrlrnt '." 1 lu0 are tLe vocotiono.1 int rests ex11ressed by 
jurd.o:r high-school ;jui1ils? Tlie 0xtont to '\"r•1ich s1Jc}1 j_nter-
ests nmst be taken into consideratinn by educators, deDends 
cJ-:iPfly upon tre:lr 9ermnnence; t;;at is, 1.i11on tJ10 length of 
ti:11e t}1nt these inte::':'ests ccintinue to be 1-rnld 1.,,, the pu!Jils. 
rrhe o-oject of i);(:) present investjc;".tion wus to study the 
per~anence of the vocational intArests of hiGh school pupils. 
Some 250 [irls c,t l,Tercy Hic1" Schoo1, Chicnc:o, ':'Je:r•e requi:red 
to ne.:-:1e the one occupation tr''.'t eacl' •:vould most likPl.y enter 
v1hen le;wing scbc,i_. In order th<:i.t each pup:i J 'night 1::-c can-
did in her answers she was told not to put her nmne on her 
papers; but merel.y answer the Questions before her. 
The .questic'"'1air0 was as fo1Jm-is: 
1. What vncation have you selected for your future 
work? 
2. Reason for choice? 
3. Did you have this vocation in mi~d on entering 
high school? 
,J.. If not, why have you c}v:mF:ocl 7our r:tind '? 
The results of thls questjo1-T,aire are to..1)11_1,~tec'l 8.3 fo11c.rs: 
T2.ble I. 
Academic 
Author 
Chemist 
Dietitician 
Doctor 
Teacher 
Nurse 
Vocrstions Selected. 
Industrial 
Dressmaker 
Milliner Designer 
Interior Decorator 
Pharmacist 
Commerci~l. 
Bookkeeper 
Stenographer 
Typist 
Secretary 
Business 
Artist 
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In tl,.,is t~:blo tl"c; finer grtJd8.t~J'''"l of te,,cv-ors 1:1ere not 
inser·te(l.; bnt are incJ.ucle(+ here: 
Physical Educ· ticn teacher 
History teacl1er 
Enc;lish tencher 
Yindergarten teacher 
J.Iusic te<:i_ch3r 
Tlw nm;1.hGr of e;i:r·1s uaking the c'l e finite choi'ce of the 
vocations listed in Table I, are shown ir Table II. 
Table II. Number Making Selection. 
Academic Industrial Commercial Undecided Total 
Freshmen 61 2 19 0 82 
Sophomore 22 4 16 22 64 
-,~,._ 
Juniors 33 1 21 2 57 
Seniors 36 0 17 0 53 
Total Tested 256 
·-
IE sor:1e instances the ;::;irls Ftane selections without 
ststiric; their r-ropellir-,c ;·;otivE .for such n choice t'mrJ witi-1-: 
mit ~' corret?.t conception n"!: t·.~e n'.: t"L1.re or tJ1_e c01.i.r.sc. Tr.is 
was discovered when the purpos0 for n~o.'d1r; the cLoice was 
:1.n.vestic1ted. Fm:ever ti-::e erI'OT W':'S r']iscove1:erJ to be a very 
smalJ nercent of tbe selectinc bod~, a3 is in~tcated in t~ble 
III, 01:t ;cni~~e 43. 
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Table III· Reasons for Choice. 
Freshmen Sophomores Juniors Seniors Opportunity to ad-
17 0 0 5 vance intell~ctually, 
I 5 4 6 12 Lead a useful life. 
I 
41 16 26 12 Work is interesting. 
1 0 5 4 Parents' wish. 
1 0 0 2 Opportunity to trave 
0 10 6 2 Talented. 
5 4 7 4 Salary. 
1 0 0 0 .Easy work. 
! 
7 0 2 0 Erred in choice•~-~-~-
-
3 6 0 5 Ot".-1.er fields over 
crowded. 
1 0 0 0 Influence of associ...,~ · 
ates·. 
0 2 0 0 Assist parents. 
--
0 0 3 4 Sure of success. 
0 0 0 3 Social prestige. 
~~ ~ No choice. 
--,...-- ---· --
"'-~ Total girls tested 256 
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Ths :'.:'ollr,•:.'L1g t'.'hle r"?yrnsonts th<:j v•··ry s~:-~.J1 peJ~ceL1 tage 
o.f i-"i_l;ls '.J~·-·j o cl~·.F:i-:f:''(;(l ·c~··; .. '.O;~_-;-. ~i.:r"'1C~.s from tJ1e nearl·~~---:Ln-tl-:8-'-T~a~" 
choic0 of v0~ntjop 0 
T~!blr:: IV. 
Fre3br.J.en Sophomore I! Juniors 
16 6 7 
19.5% 14.2% 12.7% 
. , ,.,, ~-, . }Tir1e s t1J_u_ertts 01" ~_;, ei~ri::~(J lJ! choJ_c.e. 
l')r"'! r,'"".flr"'p-~ ··,'irr"' 
--------- __ .-. --·--·----~~.!..,;___~~'---Lb -.-'~--l~~..:_..:!__J. -·· --
15~;;,; 
A5% shows permnnency. 
,; ., 
Seniors Total 
3 32 
5.66% 12!% 
For the entire year Pn~ years of stu~y, the )ermonency 
j_s rAT)l...,l?:Jf~r1~ec1 ~)-if t}~e foll_cJv1j_rl.7 -nt~rce11·~~e_.c;:e: 
~F- ""'~i-~-y;:::. - t..' ~ 4 8 O..._ __ r::o-t rt:; uJ . .1J.t1c,r1_ • ••••••••••••••••• , •••••• ·) • ,) ':-
. _, 
Sonhomores .•...................•• 85.8% 
J '· . 07 ~;'! ,_1_1nJ_ors ••••••••••••••••••••••• , •• l) et)/c-
S P.r 1° "ll"S a• rzd 
._,, .L_._(. - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,_.,i± • '--'?o 
Tl~e most str:lkh12; frict revoalF,cJ t;y these results Js tJ1e 
coLstancy of percent0ce of permnnency between the different 
clesses. 'I'he }lj_c;h :perr;enU~ge of perrv1enency )''"=·~:ined in the 
seni6r class 0 f~~r four years of stuQy, is strone evidence 
that znos+; girls select tl:eir voct::•tion at the .Junior Hi:::;r1 School 
ae;e, when int,:i1--est in life ir e;enerB J predominates. It shows 
that girls do not change from one voc~tt0~ tc another promis-
cuously QS ~£ny opponents to vocotional gui~2nce and education 
~nAJnta in. 
11 Ti;:1n scGLlS to have Jj_ttle or no effect upon the pupil 
v1ho lrns made up his nind. 'I'"ic.; 1"i[jh decree of consbrnc;',r of the 
percentage of pe:i'.'nfT·ency over so lone a period of time indicate 
that the interests expressed by entArin~ hish school pupils are 
sicnific~nt and worthy~~ ~oTisiderationn (65). 
Ir the resenrc}I don0 f'or this nn IlAr the wrj_ +:or learned 
from various voe& tional couhselo1's that t:he re2l extRLI: to 
vrbich the permanen0,~r of school counselin;3 is effective will not 
'Jo ubsol"L1te:ly determined befm'.'e sevPr:·l yeurR b: ve el:·psed. 
Time ~ust b3 rive~ to the experiment. 
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Chapter V. 
HISr.roEY of VOCJ\.TI O'ii q, ll-FIDh.NCE. 
F"'0r1 the dawn of Christianity, the Church, with her 
generous solicitude has always provided for t~o education 
of her children. In the midst of oengers and persecutions 
she s01J_ght fearlessly to extend the snb1:1-rne messB.ge of hope 
ard salvation to all; to est~~lish equality amons the r~nks 
of men; to malio known to all their hichest forrri of !llorali ty 
and the most lofty tr11th~ of rcJ_jc;ioYJ. This wes :her :rlission 
f'nd.nobly hns she fulfilled it. 
In order to teach relieious truths an~ precepts of 
P10Y>2 l i ty, the Church saw that it was necessary to provide 
intellectual training, to go hand jn lrnnd with moral and 
spir:i t'J_al forces. Tris n13ed becnrr.e more apparent when, 
becm;se of c0u.r.teracting forces, tlrn home influ1:P1~ 0 v:as no 
lone;er able to overrule t11e perils that threatend the moral 
welfare of her children. Therefore, she set about provid-
ine religious i~structions for prosrective Christians by 
establishinc; Catechurnenal schools, and forming civil ['Y'd 
religious societies of learn:tq~ and cul tnre. ThrmJ_c;h 
Catechetical schools, she rrovided vocational trainine for 
the future priest; end she provided reading, writing, and 
Christian Doctrine, for all her children re~ardless of caste 
or condition, in schools which vvere cqJ_Jed Parish schools. 
( 70: 45) • 
During the ivTiddle Ac;es, the J,,[onas tic schools 'J:t'ovided 
instruction for the young, who were ear;erly committed to 
their care by parents i::md gu1:1.rdians eager that their childre 
mie;ht receive a Christian education. These schools, found-
ed by St. Ber.edict, v:ere a heavnr-born inst:nrmerit throuch 
which, by rehewine; the face of Europe, Dr untold benefit to 
mankind was established. To wor~ end to pray were the dutie 
of the followers of this saintly scholar. From these school 
at first apparently of no grof't significance, the transfor-
mation 0f Europe 'V''f! accomplisbed. We find manual labor in-
cluded in courses of ins+ruction as far back as the fourth 
century, when St. Basil said, "And whilst acquiring a knowl-
edge of letters, they are likewise to be taught some useful 
c:1rt or trade. 11 
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The early Christians recognized the value of labor in 
education, for they were well aware of the dignity of work 
since the Son of God had taught the lesson by His example 
and precept in order to convince the converted world, of 
the fourth century, that the preconceived notion popularl,,y 
entertained· in all classes of society with regard to manual 
labor were not in accordance with the acceptance of the doc 
trines of Christ. 
The popular notion was that work wr8q the portion of 
slaves and thereby degrading. This preJudice was overcome 
by the monks of St. Benedict, whose example of' prayer and 
work taught the lesson which made possible the civilization 
of Europe. The very nature of the work done by the monks 
soon affected the people of the surrounding country. Road 
and bridge building, the erection of hospitals and churches 
and the cultivation of large tracts of land, by scientific 
and proper methods, served as excellent objective teaching 
to the people of the proximate vicinities. 
In the course of time there arose new religious orders 
having different objectives. With the inception and estab-
lishment of new motives of study and work a great diversity 
of occupations grew up in the different guilds. Eckstein 
somewhere tells us this when he says,"the studious, the 
educational, the philanthropic, the agricultural element, 
all, to some extent, made part of the old monastic system.;; 
In the Dominican convents special attention was given 
to art and architecture, to the building of churches and 
their decoration, and to the arrangement of libraries, whic 
rank foremost among those of the world. All these steps in 
progress indicate the high degree of learning of the times. 
They show us that in all ages among all peoples vocational 
training has been an aid rather than a detriment to ed-
ucation. Indeed many of the masters of manual art were the 
most famous teachers of the various arts and sciences. It 
is because the monks did·not look down upon manual work as · 
a means of instructing, advancing and converting the pagans 
that they accomplished the conversion of Europe. TJ:e work 
of transformation went on with marvelous rapidity and we 
find, even before the ninth century, flourishing monasterie 
in all parts of the country. 
In the tenth century, St. Dunstan obliged his priests 
to teach the parish children not only religion and grammar 
but some usef'ul handicraft trade. (23:218) Thus promoting 
the spread of mechanics and art, with that of Christian 
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education. 
The deep-rooted predjudice against manual vvork was 
gradually overcome under the example of the monks and by the 
teaching of the Church. In the next two centuries, the 
guilds grew and developed in all cities and for every trade 
thus protecting thecomrnon interests of the working classes. 
Godrs law and Christian charity were dominating factors and 
controlling influences in shaping the character of these 
associations. 
The thirteenth, the greatest of centuries, was prolific 
in art and architecture as well as in literature. It pro-
duced work of excellent character, work far superior to any 
produced from that time down to the present day. The work-
m.=>-n p' rOb8· t·,ly \'""'~"0 I"'O t. l·' ~ "'.,,_\ l·r -i "",+-Cl 1 CC ·I-;·.~. l .h" ~ '1""" ·11.,ny "'ere 
.i..:.J.V..l..I. . < >Jv.... • l-l...b ...... _ t) -~.1..-.;..i.., ...._., L1 ....... (...L __ r....IV----o._), ~£(.A., VY 
even uneducated, but they had the mental development and the 
ennobling spiritual desire which enables them to execute the 
assigned work as perfectly, as any man could do. Walsh ex-
presses this as follows, rT he thirteenth century developed 
the greatest set of technical schools that the world has eve 
known. The technical school is supposed to be a creation of 
the last half century 2.t the outside. T'nese medieval towns, 
however, during the course of the building of their Cathedra s, 
of their public buildings and various magnificent edifices 
of royalty and for the nobility, succeeded in accomplishing 
such artistic results that the world has ever since held 
them in admiration and that this admiration has increased 
rather than diminished with the development of taste in very 
recent years"(74:8). · 
The motive actuating the worlrrnen, .was the tool which 
perfected his work. He endeavored to produce such work as 
would be a source of pleasure to all who should see it. 
As frequently happens after a period of special progres 
in civilization, the fourteenth century saw a decline in 
mechanical and artistic work. This retrogression was due to 
the mercenary ambition of men, and to competitive attempts 
in work which gave rise to rivalry and class distinction. 
During the seventeenth century we find the Jesuits 
building artistic churches, Christianizing and educating the 
Indians, developing in them habits of industry, a love for 
agriculture, and a desire for culture. This work was con-
tinued by the Jesuits and by other orders, which arose in 
the Church during the next two centuries. About the year 
1835, we find Don Bosco building trades schools, printing 
resses and oratories for ouths in and about Ital • 
I, ,J 
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I:e str:.cUed t1:-ie aptitudes u:rccl vocations of his !'W)ils and 
fitted them to programs of study j_n v1l1icb their success 
would be as:ured. From h5s scbools there went out vearlv 
18_,000 finished aPl)l~entices. "Instl"'uction, 11 lle s~d,~l, 11 i~ but 
an ncce3sory, like a gGme; knowledge never makes a man be-
cause it does not directly touch tlie 11eart. It gives more 
power in t'he exercises of ~·;ood or rvil; but alo:r0 it is an 
l·.,..,oi··Pfe.,..,8'"+- 1'1Papon 1''""1,_l .. ,..,r:,• r·,,ir'1· ''r>"-ll (8·J-L•6'0()) •.1.1 ,(. J.. ..i.. J..1-l; \•..JC ' ,,ell t - ·"-...::..."" >- __ .,U .J., , _ _:,Jl::' • -·• ,.1 • 
Durir:c: the ninetee·,•th. centu.r;r, creat need for Cr.tl1011c 
schools was felt. The curricula of these schools were 
c otermL"'1Ad o.ccordin,c; to the v· · ''-ts of t:-, e c1iffer8n I~ cornrmn-
i t:i.es. Ir Tet·l.i.an s cJ10ols, nranual work was invariably a part 
of the cu.rricul u11, -not be cmrne of the joy ca:i.ned tbe:reby, but 
because it develoned the child's chPracter and ~i~d as well. 
Manu81 tr~:d.nj_n;-~ wu s provided in different sections of the 
co1mtry wherever needed; cor1L1ercial schools were also opened. 
The p~Jpils placed in the Catholic schools were trained to use 
their hands as ' 1811 as tLeir hec.rts 8nd beads--they were 
taught to use the ne··~-J.le ~1 s ·well as the pen, to become use-
ful in the home. s~ ~s see that the teachin3 of academic 
branches was accompanied by training in t~e cry~,on industrial 
arts from the earlisst days of ~ivilizntion. 
The changes of tlle twentieth centu1":;r whic1'1 so affect the 
child's environment make 5. t neces s 'lry to adopt in the schools 
courses of stud:r ·which will enabJc h.irr1 to adapt himself to 
that ·1ltored condition of the socjal world and tr1e evolution 
of industry. Therefore, a ttent:i o:"l of all ecuca tors is called 
to a re-adjustment of Urn curriculum. Onr children must be 
:rirepared to ir1eet t}•e v;orld v1i t11 its varicP8 phases of activi t; 
and to fill, es properly es traiuing can re5ulate their lives 
ti1ei::"' ovvn pl~'.ccs in tlle vo.st o~rdPr of tl1in3s. 
Man:r schools wj1ich have for years c'Lone vocation8.l 
counseJ·i_·1e; have received new E"t.lmulus and aid from the inter-
est developed h~y FY'9.nk Parsons, less than twenty years aro. 
Parsons is ,justl;T called the fo1mder of the modern 
voca tionol-g:.~.l::lance movcr:1ent, for it wos he 1:·rho bec;an tJ1e 
worl~ which has led to tl--c~ ~1resent spr83,d of jnte:r0st. Parsorn 
dlscardrc;rJ the pseudo-scj n•1ces, nsed tbe systenctic study of 
th0 occupations, B.nd V\u;::; siine and r'tinst8kine in tlrn invest-
agat1o:::is of cirnracter :u1d 8hilities which he nwn8. Furt11er 
rnore }1'3 wrote ebout his \'tork, '."lnd Urns € vn to tl:Je ·followers 
in the rnover::.0r1 t ~ an o;:iportuni ty tc "Guild on his ,"."~s.ins. 
Ar·:.cirding to Brre·.ver, "Parsons was a bit too sure in his 
conclusions--too prescriptive in what he tol,-:'1 the individurils 
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wl10 consulted hin; the nsel_f-rnwlysisir r)ln21 1Je 11.sed is over-
''71aborn ted and deperr! ent urion 8 f8lse ps~rcllolog;r. His em-
n11asis ')11 choosinc; s voc~,ti<':n Isd 111Rny riroople to the beliP,f 
that tJ-1is is tto sole function of vocaticm8.l guicfrnce. It 
shci11ld be rwtec1 tllat the sco:Je nf th: work :md of the bo::>k is 
limited guidance in the school; plncement, and foJ 1 ow-up work, 
and ;suidenC'' acr..·)mpanyi1•r; EVcPloymcr,t, are not vi tnl parts of 
the plan. The e;uido.nce Parsons offererJ. was jntensive, but_ it 
dirl not extend over a lonr; ~"Jeriod of the indiviclu2l' s li.fe 11 
(15:23). -
rr11e Civic Service J-i.01i.se, Boston, in whicJ1 n-.'.J:fessor 
Parsons beg~n his counseling, was organized in 1901 by Meyer 
Bloomf1eJ.J.. In 1903 Philip Davis cnne as nssistant. They 
becari interested in t~n writings, soci2l outlook, and prac-
tical aims of Parsons, and under his dirE'i;tion orp:anized the 
BreRd-wir'1ers' Institute. Thjf' work with j_J'1•rtr·T'0nt nen and 
women brought to a. focus all Pa:rs'.)ns 1 lntent ~-Dter>est in 
vocu tiorn:i l ~'Jilidonce, nnd steps were taken · t once to organize 
a vocation bureau. This was early in the yepr of 1908. On 
April 23, 1908, the or3anizf1tion of the Voc8tion Bureau was 
completed, with a subP~~ntial board of !"irecto~s as sponsors 
for the ~wveinert. Mrs. Qu:i.ncy f,. Shmv (Pauline Ac;E:.ssiz Shaw) 
r,r}'0 aid.ed many other nt'O[ressivo education8.1 rnovementf', 
financed the work. On Mey 1, Parsons made ~is initial report 
to the board. Just bef6re the s1111r1er, stndentc about to 
graduate from an c:;venir r~ high s cllco l, v,";r>e in vi t.ed to c-ori.fer 
v·i.th P':lrsons, c,:c.d consirJ,·rPJJJe cornc.s'3li::Jg ;N8.S CJ.rrie(l on. In 
the fal' he continue!"_ the vmrk of the Burecu_. at the Civic 
Service Fouse, nrd also c~1ve po.rt of his time to sj_,-~.11ar work 
at other instit-LJ_tioi;.s. Lc+;c3 in t!-e seJ"r1e year (1008) Parsons 
r1ied. 
Di_1_ring the earl;;r rr1ori-1-1s of 1009, plans were lJe1--.fectod 
for re-orfqnizing ar1 currying 0~ c bureau, ~~d Dloomfi31d 
as swned ch'lrt;e of t}rn ·nor:~ '.::' s director.. f:.;. t first sevc-r2l 
0ther civic 0P:::;a:ri~·1tions co~·operated 1n tJ-,c; cHrection of the 
ent8rp:;:-oise, but 1~c.fore i;1:in:r ::'LOJ: 1::;hs tj~e 1!i.1reou a t:tained to the 
dizi"i.ty of ari h;depenc1rmt instj t-,,~ion. Tt v1ns very soon after 
tl:! ~-s t ir,1e tlrn t tbe b.:resu was askr"'l to ber;in the ore;aniza ti on 
of the work j_n the Bos ton city schools, a".1d t:r11s '11.'8 see that 
it was from tbese beginninGs ~lat the ~ov8oeDt for vocational 
guidance bas spre8.d. 
The Boston Vocntion Dureen lws done much important ',vork. 
Arnone it2 activities may he mentioned the following: 
1. Publicn ti on 0£: The Vor:,a tional G1Jjdan.ce of Youth, 
1911. 
2. 01--.gariizinc of tbe Boston Rrnployment T:anagers 1 
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Association, 1911. 
3. Investigation of vocational guidance in Europe and 
in Porto Rico and publication of "The School and Start in 
Life.rt 
At that time the Boston bureau was not primarily 
engaged in giving vocational counsel to individuals, but was 
more concerned with carrying on investigations, publishing 
bulletins, drawing up plans for schools and school systems, 
and in other ways furthering the growth and development of 
the idea of guidance. 
"It is the speciaJ h':tsiness of a vocation bureau" said 
Bloomfield "to organize that conscious and continuous service 
which takes hold of the child when the life-career motive 
has been awakened, and helps guide, strengthen, and protect 
it, particularly through the transition crisi's between school 
and work11 (11:25). 
In 1918 two important lines of work were undertaken by 
Bloomfield the director of the bureau, namely, the perfecting 
of plans for an experiment in vocational help in three New 
York shcools, and a systematic study of the qualifications, 
duties and opportunities of the employment manager. At about 
the same time, he gave two courses in vocational guidance at 
.Teachers' College, Columbia University. Another important 
factor in vocational training was the establishment of the 
Boston Vocation Bureau Which led to the work of vocational 
guidance in the Boston schools. Here as in other cities the 
vocational office, in charge of the director, aimed to be an 
aid to the appointed counselors in each school. The local 
counselors in most cases did the actual advising. Assistants 
in the central office were engaged in three kinds of work: 
investigating occupations, giving counsel to such students 
and working children as call at the office, and aiding in 
the placement of high school students and graduates. Much 
educational guidance has been carried on by this department. 
The Vocational-Guidance Department had in 1911 to 1918 
little direct control over the g~idance i~ the Boston high 
schools. During the closing weeks of the school year 
members of the staff personally interviewed each member of 
the graduating classes, and also made an effort to aid in 
placement. Aside from this help, however, there seems to 
have been no direction given to high school work, each school 
working out its own plan. In most of the schools two or more 
teachers were allowed part-time for counseling individuals, 
but there seems to be no committee of co-operation between 
the several schools and no attempt to supervise the work. It 
was well done or indifferently done apparently, according to 
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the interest and enthusiasm of the individual principal or 
counselor. Much profit would undoubtedly have come from 
joint action in setting up a program of minimum requirement 
for vocational guidance. · 
The work in the Boston schools began with the Vocation 
Bureau, and from thence was transplanted to the schools. 
That of Grand Rapids grew up in the school room first and 
then was extended and organized in a central office. The 
Grand Rapids plan is vi:;,ry thorough i~ English. 
One of the most interesting and well rounded methods of 
guidance so far described in print is that used for three 
years at Mishawaka, Indiana and explained in the School 
Review of April, 1915. The chief virtue of this plan is that 
it shows how any schoo~ or in fact any teacher, may make a 
safe and effective beginning in vocational guidance. 
Since 1908, the High School Teachers' Association of 
New York City has interested itself in vocational guidance. 
Investigations, conferences with graduating pupils, pamphlets 
and provision for placement have been the chief kinds of work 
In 1912 a committee on vocational training, of the 
Chicago City Club, reported the need of vocational guidance. 
As early as 1910 some work in guidance had been begun by the 
Chicago Schoo~ of Civics and Philanthropy, and school people 
became interested. In 1913, the Board of Education gave 
office space to the work, and all children applying for em-
ployment certificates were directed to consult this bureau. 
Thus the effort has been from the first to a id those coming 
up for placement or for certificates to begin work. At the 
same time, however, a great deal of good has been done in 
returning children to school. Industries in Chicago are 
investigated, bulletins published, placement is put on a 
high plane, and children are followed in their occupations. 
The January 1916 bulletin, of the National Vocational 
Guidance Association printed a list of over 150 high schools 
which claim to have made beginnings. Since then many schools 
have been added to this list. 
This survey shows that there has been an effective start 
in many schools in various parts of the country; that many of 
these efforts have been preceded by a study of the occupa-
tional opportunities; that in each of a few cities there is 
a central vocational bureau; that the colleges o_re interestin 
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themselves in the movement; that religious associations, 
governmental offices, clubs, settlements, and libraries have 
aided in the work of guidsrce and that there are many appoint~ 
ment agencies which make an effort to give vocational guidanc~ 
in connection with placement. 
Thus we see that in the minds and hearts of all the 
people there is-:'1.nborn desire to utilize, to the utmost, the 
talents and capabilities of the individual. There is a 
desire to form such systems of education as will make for thai 
individual the opportunity of fitting himself to occupy the 
place which he can best fill in the world socially, 
intellectually and politically. 
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C OJ:~ CL"U2 I OJJ 
Pc,ny educators -,nair,tein t'-;c, t: since the cJJild' s especial 
power c2n best b0 revealed by the activities for manual skill, 
it :5-s of the utriost i:niportnncf~ that tlie scbool furnis·h an 
envirorn:ient bv Wi'.lich tbese f•ccnlties can be exercised. 
Pest1:.~1ozzi :i_rnplles this i: l 1 j_s theory, 11 I am more than ever 
convinced tJ'.la t as soon Gs '.VG J:ave educ«: tiona1 es ta bl j f]Jhments 
con1bi:'.'1cd wi tb woI'k-~lrnps and conduc:tea on a truly psycholoe-
ica1 bnsls, a .r:;enoration will be for 0 '1e(1 y;hich will_ ~1-irn"! 1,is by 
experie:1ce the_ t our ;:1rc sent st'J_d :i.c s 0_0 r ct :t'Ar1u:i_re one tnri th 
of the time or tro 1..:L1l,_"' v:e now c~;ive tnem. 11 (28:1:/)0) The I'.1on-
astic sc:1ools all of wl1lch j_rcluded · man'J.'11_ lrbor in t:heir 
courses confirm his tl1eory arcd r10dern literntu1•e toar:i.s vri tb 
exs!:PJ.t~S 1.·1here pupils, v1J1J) s~1e11d so;1'2; thne j_YJ ?''1Tw11_ skill, 
-:Jo far snpeI'ior work thsn pupils wll ose l)T'')~".ram illimina t0s 
this. 
Youth is the period of plasticity and rapid develop~~nt 
:ir which the found,•tion sJ1oulc_ be laid bott for an o.11-round 
cuJ ture o.ncJ for Sr)ecial vocrd~ionH1 nm1::;r. If vcni~s of life 
t '"°'1,.... - .~·) t:•~-·,t .),.,..~ -.; ~ fft')o;: - ,.1_ft r'V') .L1,..,.-J .,_. ot ff'• eacu me.r, ,JJa, c •. pe1 ,_ence ano_ .,1 r-01_,.:, u-'- e G1J.e Jno.,, e __ 1c-
ient ways of r00.cbing e goal tLen we rnic;ht i 0 et.;ard the vocat-
ional traininc; anc' i:';l)_id~'Y1ce as an A:xc01J_ci1t means fer 1ec?din:3 
ehildren irto their vocntion for o. successful 1ifE). The em-
p}-1asis of a truly pro5ressive socj_ety nmst tJ-ien 1y3 e wise 
cultiv'.?.ticin of tlrn indivirlno.1 capacities of the clJi.l(l for 
i11i.tiative, rather than upon 11is sinipl7 ecq_uirj_re; in passive 
fashion the culture of the past. 
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